SHELL FESTIVAL
Featuring the Longest Running Shell Show in the World

Shells • Shell Art
Crafts • Books
Judged Artistic and
Scientific Exhibits
The Community House
2173 Periwinkle Way
Sanibel Island, FL

photo by Melanie Moraga

March: The Olive Shell,

Aquamarine, The Olive shell
is a spiral shell characterized by
intense energy; those born to
this shell are courageous,
healthy and perceptive with
a bright awareness and
spiritual energy. As
imaginative as they
are compassionate,
those born to the
Olive are known as
intuitive and kind.

Available in Sterling Silver and
14k Gold. Specific to each month with
matching birth gemstone.

Capturing the sparkle off the rolling waves,
Congress Jewelers has created Sea Jewels, Island
inspired pavé diamond jewelry, set in14k gold.

Sea Jewels

™

SEALIFE FASHION DIAMONDS ESTATE

Sea Jewels

Periwinkle Place Shops • Sanibel Island • 239-472-4177 • CongressJewelers.com
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85th Annual Sanibel Shell Festival
March 3, 4 and 5, 2022
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

The Community House, 2173 Periwinkle Way, Sanibel, FL 33957
Inside The Community House
• A $5 donation includes a bag of local shells, packaged by Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club members.
• Funds raised from donations are awarded in grants to local educational and conservation organizations,
as well as marine science scholarships for students at local universities.
• Artistic and Scientific Division Exhibition Halls – The judged competitive shows are open to shell collectors and
artists around the world. Prizes and ribbons are awarded in a variety of categories.
• Authors’ Table featuring book signings and book sales with local authors.
• Specimen Shell Booth.
• Professional artists on site with works for sale including Sailor’s Valentines, floral arrangements and jewelry.

Outside The Community House
(no admission charge)
• Sanibel-Captiva Shell Crafters have shell crafted items on display and for sale.
• The Shell Tent where shells can be bought for as little as 25 cents, and fossils too.
• Sixth graders from The Sanibel School share their knowledge of local shells at the Live Shell Exhibit.
• Commemorative Sanibel Shell Festival T-shirts available in a variety of sizes and colors.
• Raffle tickets for six grand prizes valued from $500 to $1,700.
• Kiwanis Kids Area – Craft and learning sessions.
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First, second and third place ribbons won by the Baker family at the
Sanibel Shell Show
From left, Amanda, Olivia, Dominic and Nicolas Baker modeling the
variety of styles and colors available 
photos provided

85th Anniversary T-shirts

T

he Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club has created 85th
anniversary T-shirts for the 2022 Sanibel Shell Festival.
Shell club member Dave Barnes created the designs that
feature the sun rising on a Sanibel beach with some of the
shells that can be found there.
The ladies V-neck shirts come in lavender, aqua and
papaya. The unisex crewneck T-shirts come in gray. This
year, children’s shirts will be offered for sale at $10 each.
They come in two colors, red and blue. The adult shirts

Voted

THANK
YOU
For Your Support Celebrating

“Best Boutique of the Islands”
and

are $20 each or 2 for $30. Proceeds from T-shirt sales, like
other income from the Sanibel Shell Show, are given out in
the form of grants for education and research in the fields
of conchology and malacology, as well as for conservation
and water quality projects, primarily in Southwest Florida.
Amanda Baker and her children accepted the club’s
invitation to model this year’s T-shirts. All four of them
will be competing in this year’s Shell Show. Dominic and
his mother competed in their first Sanibel Shell Show
in 2018. In 2019, Nicolas and Olivia joined them. It has
become a real “family affair” and their ribbons are a proof
of their success. There are two Young Scientist classes in
the Scientific Division and two Young Artist classes in the
Artistic Division, grades K-6 and 7-12.

“Best Women’s Clothing!”

10 YEARS!!!
Unique Jewelry, Gifts, Sandals, Sportswear & Accessories
for Men, Women & Children.

1614 Periwinkle Way, Sanibel (Located at Heart of the Islands) • 239-395-4500 • www.BuniqueBoutiqueSanibel.com • Mon - Sat, 10am - 5pm
instagram.com/bubsanibel

facebook.com/buniqueboutiquesanibel
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twitter.com/bubsanibel

SANIBEL

Music FESTIVAL

Chamber Music, Piano, Recital and Vocal
Ensemble
of the Highest Caliber
SANIBEL

Music
FESTIVAL

Celebrating our 35th Anniversary

Jon Nakamatsu, Piano

American Pianist and Gold Medalist at
the Tenth Van Cliburn International Piano
Competition.

March 5 - 7:30 pm

American Chamber Players
Piano Trio plus Flute

Programmed by Miles Hoffman, Founder,
Artistic Director, and longtime NPR Music
Commentator.

The Boston Trio
Widely acclaimed and hailed by the Boston
Globe “Whenever this trio plays, drop
everything and go hear them.”

SANIBEL

March 12 - 7:30 pm

March 8 - 7:30 pm

The Juilliard String Quartet

Music
FESTIVAL
Ken Broberg, Piano

Founded in 1946 and hailed by The Boston
Globe as “the most important American
quartet in history.”

Silver Medalist at the Fifteenth Van Cliburn
International Piano Competition and winner
of the 2021 American Pianists Award.

March 15 - 7:30 pm

March 19 - 7:30 pm

Opera Theater of Connecticut
Singing Andrew Lloyd Webber

Back by popular demand, featuring the
powerful music of Jesus Christ Superstar,
Cats, Evita, Phantom of the Opera, with
commentary from opera and musical theatre
cognoscente Alan Mann.

2022
Emerson String Quartet

March 22 - 2:00 pm and 7:30 pm

This majestically awarded quartet has earned
nine Grammys, two Best Classical Albums,
three Gramophone Awards, the Avery
Fisher Prize, induction into the Classical
Music Hall of Fame and much more.

March 26 - 7:30 pm

35 ANNIVERSARY SEASON

th
At Sanibel U.C.C. 2050 Periwinkle
Way on Sanibel Island
Visit our website to buy tickets and review the discount packages.

Tickets at www.sanibelmusicfestival.org
or call 239-344-7025 or visit the box office ½ hour prior
to performances. See website for promotional discounts.

An Island Tradition

Sanibel Music Festival is grateful for the support of
Lee County Tourist Development Council

Welcome to the
85th Annual
T

he Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club proudly welcomes you to the 85th Annual Sanibel Shell Festival, the longest running
shell show in the world. The origins of the shell show date back to the 1920s, as does The Community House where
the show is held. We encourage you to come inside and experience a blend of historical and modern Sanibel. The exhibits
you will see are divided into two divisions. The Artistic Division features incredible works of art created primarily with
shells and other sealife. It is further divided into professional and hobbyist categories of competition. The Scientific
Division focuses on single shells and shell collections from Florida and around the world. Each division has special
categories for elementary, high school students and adults. In the past, shell show ribbon winners came from as many as
60 different cities in 23 different states and from four different countries.
The mission of the Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club is to exchange information in the field of conchology and malacology, to
foster public education and intelligent conservation, and to encourage and support studies and research activities in those
fields. The Sanibel Shell Show provides an opportunity for exhibitors to share their passion for the wonderful world of
shells with each other as well as the many visitors who support the show.
One hundred percent of the profits from the show are distributed as gifts, grants and scholarships. Past recipients
include Bailey-Matthews National Shell Museum, Sanibel-Captiva Conservation Foundation, Florida Gulf Coast
University, University of South Florida and the Florida Museum of Natural History.
On behalf of the entire Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club, I invite you to step inside The Community House and visit the
world of shells!

Karen Silverstein

President, Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club

Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club Officers

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Members At Large

Karen Silverstein
Debi McBroom
Kim Short
Linda Edinburg
Dotty Dion
Elsie Malone
Rabon Moore

2022 Sanibel Shell Show Committee Chairs

Shell Show Co-Chairs
Scientific Exhibit Chair
Artistic Exhibit Chair
Art Exhibit Coordinator
Authors’ Table
Specimen Shells
T-shirt Sales
Advertising & PR
Data Entry
Hosts & Hostesses
Show Finances
Sponsorships
Judges’ & Awards Reception

Mary Burton & Joyce Matthys
Diane Thomas
Mary Burton
Charles Barr
Meg Born
Bruce Schulz
Dotty Dion & Diana Wideman
Linda Friedrich
Linda Annesley
Stacy & Linda Edinburg
Linda Edinburg
Meg Born & Vicki Bowlus
Karen Turner

To enter the 86th Sanibel Shell Festival in 2023, log onto
http://sanibelshellclub.com after September 1, 2022
for exhibit rules and entry forms

YES! I would love to join the

Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club
Annual Dues
Single $20
Family $25
Name:
Address:

Phone:
Email:
Make check payable to:

Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club
P.O. Box 355, Sanibel Island, FL 33957
To join online, go to the link below, complete the
online form and use PayPal to pay with a credit card,
or print the form to send your completed form and
check to the above address. https://sanibelshellclub.com/
sanibel-shell-club-membership/
The Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club is a 501(c)3 charitable organization
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Sanibel Shell Festival

T

he Community House welcomes you to the 85th Annual Sanibel Shell Festival, a unique event that has no equal in the
world of shelling. We hope you enjoy your visit to the longest running shell show in the world!
The Community House was built in 1927 by the residents of Sanibel to serve as a gathering place and center of the
community’s civic and social life. It soon became the home for Sanibel’s annual “shell extravaganza,” which has been held
here ever since.
In addition to hosting the annual Shell Festival, The Community House hosts shell collector and shell-crafter activities
throughout the year. The Sanibel-Captiva Shell Crafters organization meets here every Monday year-round to create
the lovely and whimsical shell art you will find at the Shell Festival. All revenues from the sales of the Shell Crafters’
creations at the shell festival go toward operation of The Community House, which is run by the nonprofit Sanibel
Community Association (SCA).
In the summer of 2016, SCA embarked on a $4 million major restoration and renovation of The Community House and
its grounds, ensuring that this historic facility can continue to serve future generations of shell enthusiasts for years to
come. We are celebrating The Community House and are delighted to be commemorating our 85th Sanibel Shell Festival.
You can support the house by becoming a member of SCA, by making a tax-deductible donation to our restoration
fund – our debt is currently $325,276.27 – or by becoming a Community House volunteer. Please join us. Can you imagine
life without our Community House?

Roger Grogman, Board President
Teresa Riska-Hall, Executive Director
Sanibel Community Association

Sanibel Community Association
2022 Shell Festival Committee
Shell Festival Co-Chairs:

Telephone 239-472-2155
Email info@sanibelcommunityhouse.net
2173 Periwinkle Way, Sanibel FL 33957
www.SanibelCommunityHouse.net

Raffle Committee:
Appreciation Luncheon:

Susan Schoenherr
Lynette Kelly
Sue Spohr
SCA

Become a Member Today!

Simply fill out the information, mail or drop off at The Community House, or use the Become a Member tab online
$50

Individual Membership

$100

Includes two adults and
children in household

$150

Business Membership

$500

An extra level of community support,
thank you for your giving

Member Registration
Member 1_______________________________________

or
$1,000

Member 2_______________________________________
Mailing Address_________________________________
________________________________________________
Phone___________________________________________
Email___________________________________________
Payment Method: Check, payable to SCA,
or Credit Cards by calling 239-472-2155
or www.sanibelcommunityhouse.net/donate
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Over Four Decades of Dedication

T

he Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club
has been fortunate to have
members who have continually
supported the club for many years.
A recent search through the club’s
oldest membership roster, one from
1981, revealed the names of two
current members, Ruth Reetz and
Anne Joffe. They have been in the
club longer than any other members.
Reetz is an artist whose home
is in Bloomington, Minnesota.
Although far from Sanibel’s beaches, Anne Joffe

photos provided
Sanibel shells have always played
an important role in her art. Reetz began competing in
the Artistic Division of the Sanibel Shell Show in 1982, the
year after she joined the club. She has been competing ever
since, winning many ribbons and awards. The jacket seen
in the photo was entered in the 2020 Shell Show class for
“Shell Related Needlecraft.” That class is for all forms of
sewing, quilting, knitting or needlepoint.
Joffe has been a Sanibel resident since 1973 and has
been a member of the Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club since
then. There are very few people, if any, who have been
more involved in shell-related activities than Joffe. She was
elected president for the first time in 1976 and, over the
years, served as president nine more times. She has been
the Sanibel Shell Show chair 14 times and the scientific

Ruth Reetz

division chair of the show four times. Joffe is a respected
shell show judge in both the scientific and the artistic
divisions, and has judged shell shows around the country.
She is a past president of Conchologists of America and
Bailey-Matthews National Shell Museum. She is the author
of three shell-related books and in her spare time has led
shell collecting trips around the world. Joffe owns She Sells
Sea Shells, now celebrating 47 years on Sanibel.
The Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club thanks both women for
contributing to the success of the Sanibel Shell Show.

85th Annual Sanibel Shell Festival Magazine
Publisher:

Contributors:

Lorin Arundel
Feature Writers:
Kathy Kurtz Ferrari
Allison Havill Todd
Graphic Arts & Production:
Ann Ziehl
Amanda Hartman
Advertising Sales:
Lorin Arundel
Bob Petcher

Matt Asen
Bailey-Matthews
National Shell Museum
Jeanette Bruck
Mary Burton
City of Sanibel
Linda Edinburg
Roger Grogman
Dave Horton
Sarah Jacobson
Anne Joffe
Traci Lantz
José H. Leal, PhD

Chris Lechowicz
Joyce Matthys
Melanie Moraga
Nick Adams Photography
Teresa Riska-Hall
Sanibel-Captiva
Conservation Foundation
Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club
Karen Silverstein
Shannon Stainken
Mike Terry
The Letter Box, Inc.
John A. Wolff

Lorken Publications, Inc.
Island Sun/The River Weekly News
1640 Periwinkle Way, Suite 2, Sanibel, FL 33957
239-395-1213
editorial: press@islandsunnews.com
advertising: ads@islandsunnews.com
online: www.islandsunnews.com
Printing by Newspaper Printing Company, Tampa, FL
© 2022 copyright Lorken Publications, Inc.
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Sanibel Shell Festival

RAFFLE

The Sanibel-Captiva Shell Crafters
Ticket Donation: $5 each, 3 for $10 or 7 for $20
Proceeds used to maintain The Community House

Drawing will be held on Saturday, March 5 at 3 p.m.
You need not be present to win

Festival Hours: March 3, 4 and 5 • 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Sanibel-Captiva
Island Beach Resorts
Five-night vacation
for two on beautiful
Captiva or Sanibel.
Some restrictions apply.
Donated by ‘Tween
Waters Island Resort.
Valued at $1,700

11” Sailor’s
Valentine
Shell Mosaic
Designed by
Suzanne Marie
Dietsch including
frame by Cliff
Cloud.
Valued at $1,250

Sealife Ensemble
by Congress Jewelers
Choose your favorite
shells in sterling
silver, 14-karat
gold or one of the
Diamond Sea Jewel
Creations from
Congress Jewelers.
Valued at $750

After The Storm
Painting by
Marcy Calkins.
Won First Place
in Shells and
Beaches Show
Valued at $750

Adventures
In Paradise And
Sanibel Café
Two Shelling
Cruises and four
Sunset Cruises
with Adventures
in Paradise, along
with six meals from
Sanibel Café.
Valued at $500

Sunset
And Seashells
Stained Glass
Tiffany
reproduction
glass, 24 x 18
inches. Donated
by Casola Stained
Glass Studio.
Valued at $700
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Shell collecting field trips to Keewaydin Island mean going by boat
photos provided

What The Sanibel-Captiva
Shell Club Is All About

T

welve members of the island community founded the
Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club in 1961. Today, the club has
more than 500 members from across the United States and
Canada.
Shell Club meetings are usually held on the second
Sunday of the month, October through April, at The
Community House. Members who live outside the general
area can join the meetings via Zoom.
The meetings begin at 1:30 p.m. with refreshments and
a half-hour silent auction of shells and shell-related items.
The money raised at the silent auction is used to help pay
for rental fees at The Community House for meetings.
Each meeting features a speaker who increases
members’ knowledge of the shell world. There is also an
informative monthly newsletter, which generally comes
out October through April.
The meetings are open to anyone who is interested in
collecting and studying seashells and mollusks, the animals
who create them, or working with shells as an art form.
Members range from beachcombers with shells they
have found on a beach to knowledgeable collectors with
valuable worldwide collections. They may be permanent
residents from the surrounding area, seasonal residents or
simply visitors who want to support the club.
Shell collecting can be a lifelong professional interest or
a happy diversion for one’s spare time.
Field trips are planned throughout the season. These
trips include shell collecting trips to remote areas in
Southwest Florida, visiting research locations and
museums and a fossil collecting trip.

Members learned about the large Calusa shell mounds on Pine
Island during the field trip to the Randall Research Center

Meet & Greet gatherings are planned periodically
during the summer and fall to give members a chance to
get together informally.
The Sanibel Shell Show is the club’s largest fundraiser.
It began 85 years ago when a few Sanibel shell collectors
decided to have an exhibit of their shells on the porch of
the Island Inn. Today, it is considered the top shell show in
the United States and is the longest running shell show in
the world.
Exhibitors come from around the world to enter exhibits
in the scientific and artistic divisions of this show. It is an
intricate part of the Sanibel Shell Festival.
All profits raised by the Shell Club and shell show are
given out in the form of grants to marine educational
programs.
The purpose of the club is to promote the study of
mollusks and the shells they create, to give assistance and
information to others interested in this subject, and to
promote and encourage the understanding of ecology and
conservation. Members are responsible collectors devoted
to increasing knowledge while searching for perfection and
diversification in shell specimens.
The objectives of the Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club are
to provide a forum for the exchange of information in
the field of conchology and malacology, to foster public
education and intelligent conservation of those and related
ecological resources, and to encourage and support studies
and research activities in those fields.
Anyone with an interest in mollusks, shells, marine
environments and shell art is encouraged to join the
Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club. More information can be found
online at https://sanibelshellclub.com.
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Chuck Bergstrom
Same Great Service

John Naumann & Associates

Put yourself in the hands of
an Award-winning Realtor and island resident.
Buying or selling . . .
There’s Nothing Better Than Living In Shorts.
®

CHUCK BERGSTROM
Direct: 239-209-6500
chuck@chuckbergstrom.com
www.SanibelCaptivaRealEstateGuide.com

John naumann
& associates
Est. 1975

The Chairs
Of The Sanibel
Shell Festival
Sanibel Community
Association Shell Festival
Chair Sue Schoenherr

The Sanibel Shell Show:
What You Will See

E

xhibitors from around the United States and Canada have
traveled to Sanibel to enter their shell collections and
artistic creations in the prestigious and highly competitive
Sanibel Shell Show. There are two major divisions of
competition, the Scientific Division featuring single shell
exhibits and multiple shell exhibits, and the Artistic Division
including creations made from shells and other sea life. The
competition is open to everyone. The following is a list of the
different classes of competition in the 2022 show.
Scientific Division
Student Exhibitor Grades K-6 Multiple or single shells
Student Exhibitor Grades 7-12 Multiple or single shells
Single Shell Classes (one specimen only)
Sanibel-Captiva – Self-collected
Florida-Caribbean – Self-collected
Florida-Caribbean – Any source
Worldwide – Self-collected
Worldwide – Any source
Unusual Variants (Albino, freak, etc.) – Any source
Fossils (Shells and/or Other Sea Life) – Any source
Sea Life (other than shells) – Any source
Multiple Shell Classes – Two or more specimens
Sanibel-Captiva – Self-collected
Florida-Caribbean – Self-collected
Florida-Caribbean – Any source
Worldwide – Self-collected
Worldwide – Any source
Educational (Intended primarily to teach) – Any Source
Land or Fresh Water Shells – Any Source
Unusual Variants (Albino, freak, etc.) – Any source
Fossils (Shells and/or other Sea Life) – Any source
Sea Life Other Than Shells (Coral, echinoderm, etc.)
One Superfamily, Family or Subfamily– Any source
One Genus – Any source
One Species to Show Color, Form and/or Growth
– Self-collected
One Species to Show Color, Form and/or Growth
– Any source
Special (An exhibit that does not fit into any of the above
classes)
Miniatures (Adult shells only, maximum size 1 inch
– Any source

Sanibel Shell Show
Co-Chair Joyce Matthys

Sanibel Shell Show
Co-Chair Mary Burton

First Time Scientific Exhibitor – Over 18 years old and
never exhibited in any shell show
Environmental Awareness – Brings awareness to how
mollusks are impacted by pollution, etc.
– Any source
Single Shell or Multiple Shell Classes
Best of the Blues (Must have won a blue ribbon at a
previous Sanibel Shell Show)
Sanibel Platinum Award (Limited to exhibits that
previously have won a major award)
Artistic Division
Hobbyist Classes & Professional Classes
Flower Arrangement – Made of shells
Flower Arrangement – Sea life with or without shells
Single Flower
Single Stem of Flowers
Miniature Flower Arrangement
Miniature Picture
Lamp
Tree or Topiary
Jewelry – Single piece of jewelry in a covered case
Jewelry – Multiple pieces of jewelry in a covered case
Shell-related Needlecraft
Holiday Decoration
Single Sailor’s Valentine
Single Miniature Sailor’s Valentine
Single Medium Sailor’s Valentine (Professionals only)
Traditional Single Sailor’s Valentine
Double Sailor’s Valentine
Traditional Double Sailor’s Valentine
Novelties
Flower Picture
Picture or Mosaic Other Than Flowers
Mirror
Wreath, Non-holiday
Multimedia (Shell photo, painting or other artistic
rendering)
Photography
Shell Table
Shell Box
Miscellaneous (Not applicable to any of the other classes)
Collectibles (Antiques, fine art, unusual artifacts using
shells or shell motifs)
Student Exhibitor Grades K-6 (Any of the above classes)
Student Exhibitor Grades 7-12 (Any of the above classes)
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2022 Sanibel Shell Show Awards & Sponsors
“Thank you to all the Awards Sponsors for your continued support”

HOBBYIST ARTISTIC DIVISION
Ann Arnoff Memorial Award
Best Shell Flower Exhibit
Best Miniature Flower Arrangement
Best Picture or Mosaic
Best Lamp
Wanda Will Award
Best Jewelry Exhibit
Best Mirror
Best Single Sailor’s Valentine
Best Miniature Sailor’s Valentine
Best Double Sailor’s Valentine
Best Holiday Exhibit
Best Shell Related Exhibit
Daniel E. Malone Award
Best Exhibit in Student Classes
Best In Show – Hobbyist
Terri Gosselin Memorial Award
Best Miscellaneous Exhibit

SPONSORS

PROFESSIONAL ARTISTIC DIVISION
Best Single Sailor’s Valentine
Best Double Sailor’s Valentine
Bill Jordan Award
Best Miniature Sailor’s Valentine
Best Medium Sailor’s Valentine
Best Flower Exhibit
Best Picture or Mosaic
Capt. Tom Clifford Award
Best in Show – Professional

SPONSORS
Sanibel Seashell Industries
Bank of the Islands

COMBINED HOBBYIST & PROFESSIONAL ARTISTIC CLASSES
Jeff Oths Memorial Award
Judge’s Special Ribbons
Judge’s Merit Ribbon

SPONSORS
Anne & David Joffe
Three Crafty Ladies
Three Crafty Ladies
Karl Kotasek,
In Memory of Loretta Kotasek

People’s Choice Award – Artistic

A sterling silver
Junonia pendent
designed and
donated by
Congress Jewelers
is presented to the
Sanibel Platinum
Award winner

SCIENTIFIC DIVISION
DuPont Trophy
Most Oustanding Entry
Conchologists of America Award
Entry That Best Furthers Interest In Shells
Best Sanibel-Captiva Shells, Self-Collected
Best Florida-Caribbean Shells, Any Source
Best Fossil Shells, Any Source
Environmental Awareness Award
Best Worldwide Shells, Any Source
Marilyn Northrop Award
Best Self-Collected Single Shell
Gene & Evelyn Spencer Memorial Award
Best South Pacific Shell, Any Source
Shell of the Show, Any Source
Shell of the Show, Fossil
Elsie Malone Award
Best Student Exhibit
Best of the Blues
Sanibel Platinum Award
Best Entry in Class 27
People’s Choice Award – Scientific
Judge’s Special Ribbons
Judge’s Merit Ribbon
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Susan Spohr
The Edinburg Family
She Sells Sea Shells
Dr. John & “Mickey” Canterbury
Bank of the Islands
Neal & Mimi Deynser
She Sells Sea Shells
Shalimar Cottages & Motel
Island Inn
Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club
Heather & Bill O’Keefe
The Clifford Family
Bailey’s General Store
Goz Gosselin

The Fields Family
Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club
Sanibel Captiva Community Bank
Congress Jewelers
The Clifford Family

SPONSORS
Delaware Museum of Natural History
Conchologists of America
Carol Periard
Debi & Berry McBroom
Joyce Matthys
Olivia Scott
Meg Carey Born
Gene Everson
Eugene C. Spencer
Bailey-Matthews National Shell Museum
Phyllis Sharp
The Clifford Family
Bailey’s General Store
Island Sun
Doug & Kathy Kapp
The Timbers Restaurant & Fish Market
Mary Burton

Coastal Watch Bags
Available Again This Year

I

n 2020, Coastal Watch,
part of the SanibelCaptiva Conservation
Foundation family,
introduced a new
environmental initiative
– Bring Your Own Bag
(BYOB) – and provided cloth bags for use during the
Sanibel Shell Festival. These bags were designed to reduce
the use of disposable bags on the islands while educating
locals and visitors about the harm plastic bags cause to the
environment. Again in 2022, these free reusable canvas
bags will given to shoppers at the shell show for their
purchases.
Coast Watch partnered with Haitian company Deux
Mains to have the bags made. Duex Mains produces ethical
fashion collections and employs Haitian artisans to not
only make something valuable for others but a meaningful
life for themselves. All raw materials for the bags were
sourced in Haiti, crafted by local Haitian artisans, and
were manufactured in a facility that is 100 percent solar
powered.
For more information on the efforts of Coastal Watch,
visit www.sancapcoastalwatch.org.

Reusable canvas bags designed by Coastal Watch and
manufactured in Haiti will be available to shoppers at the shell show

photo provided
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SCIENTIFIC JUDGES

ARTISTIC JUDGES

José H. Leal, PhD

Shannon Webster

D

S

r. José H. Leal is science
director and curator at
Bailey-Matthews National
Shell Museum, which he
directed between 1996 and
2013. He received his PhD in
marine biology and fisheries
from University of Miami. His
love for shells and sealife goes
back to his childhood years in
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Dr. Leal was visiting
professor at the Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle
in Paris and postdoctoral fellow at the Smithsonian
Institution’s National Museum of Natural History.
He holds honorary faculty positions at University of
Miami and Florida Gulf Coast University, where he is
an affiliate member of Coastal Watershed Institute. He
is past president of the American Malacological Society,
current president of Conchologists of America, past board
member of Florida Association of Museums, accreditation
peer reviewer for American Alliance of Museums, and
editor of The Nautilus. Under Dr. Leal’s leadership, the
shell museum was awarded its first accreditation from the
American Alliance of Museums.

John Chesler

J

ohn Chesler is a native
Floridian who began
studying shells as a child
during family vacations on
Sanibel in the 1950s. He has
served as president of the
Broward Shell Club as well
as other positions within
the organization. His main
study of focus is western
Atlantic Mollusks and the
Muricidae family. As a scuba
diver, Chesler has been able to further his study of shells
throughout the Caribbean.
Chesler has been judging shell shows for almost 20
years and this will be his third stint judging the Scientific
Division of the Sanibel Shell Show.

hannon Webster grew
up shelling Florida’s east
coast and began competing
with her shell art in 2008.
She has won many major
awards and is passionate
about creating intricate
mosaic Sailor’s Valentines
and other forms of shell art.
She is a qualified judge with a
discerning eye for detail.
Prior to retirement,
Webster owned a yacht charter business that allowed her
to beach comb around the globe. She is a fifth-generation
Florida pioneer whose great-great grandmother was a fullblooded Seminole Indian.

Marci Chamberlain

M

arci Chamberlain,
an artist in different
mediums, got her master’s
degree from University of
Massachusetts and worked
in the advertising world until
she started her own company
in graphic art. After selling
the company, she decided to
devote her time to Victorian
shell work.
Chamberlain fell in love
with shell collecting when she had a summer cottage on
Cape Cod back in the 1980s. After she saw her first Sailor’s
Valentine, she said she was hooked. She started researching
the history of Valentines and then began to amass an
extensive collection of large and small seashells.
Her crafts have been shown in several venues in
Rockport and Newburyport, Massachusetts as well as in
Florida. Sandra Bullock and Adam Sandler have purchased
her work.
For the last 11 years, Chamberlain and her husband have
shared their time between Salem, New Hampshire and
Palm Beach County, Florida. She joined the Broward Shell
Club in 2013 and has since been honored with the Best of
Show trophy four of those years.
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World-Class Beachcombing
With Sanibel Sea School
by Shannon Stainken, MA,
Youth Education Director

T

here’s no better beach to comb
than the shores of Sanibel.
From bright orange Florida
Fighting Conchs (Strombus alatus) to
mysterious finds like gastropod egg
cases, there is much to discover on
these islands. While some treasures
are easily identified, others are tricky
for the trained eye.
Sanibel Sea School’s Discover Beachcombing walk is a
perfect opportunity to hone your identification skills and
learn more about the fascinating biology of shells. Marine
science educators at Sanibel Sea School know their mollusk
biology and are eager to share interesting facts about the
common shells found on the beach.
A favorite find during Discover Beachcombing walks
are Lightning Whelk egg cases. Lightning Whelks are
marine gastropods with a distinct lightning-bolt pattern.
Females can reach almost 16 inches in length, rivaling
our largest snail in the gulf – the Florida Horse Conch
(Triplofusus giganteus). More unique than their size is the
fact that they are “left-handed,” meaning they spiral in
a counterclockwise direction (sinistral coiling) with the

Sanibel Island is a sheller’s dream

photos provided

opening (aperture) to the left.
At first glance, people often mistake their egg cases for
snakeskin. Finding one provides a wonderful opportunity
to talk about how an animal makes the spiraled shells we
love to find and how they start their lives. After mating,
female Lightning Whelks deposit their eggs in intricate
casings, which can be up to three feet long. The egg
casings have a yellowish tint and consist of a long chain
of hundreds of oval-shaped capsules with rough edges.
The ideal place to lay her eggs is in shallow water, often
in or near seagrass beds. She anchors one end of the egg
case strand to the ocean floor to prevent the casings from

We Saved You A Seat
ON OUR BIG FRONT PORCH

Try one of our Island-Inspired Flavors:

Sanibel Sea Shells • Beautiful Junonia
Sandpiper • A Slice of Paradise • Ally’s After Dinner Mint • Sweet Strawberry Hibiscus
Island Time • Stingray Fever •Barnacle Bits • Sea Urchin Special • Spotted Octopus
Dolphin Tracks • Ride ‘em Sea Horsie • Skinny Coconuts • Sanibel Snow (vanilla)

Sorbets, Gelatos, Frozen Yogurts and Shakes Too!
Have Fun ll
at The She
Festival

Heading to the beach?
Let us pack a lunch for you!
Fresh baked
baguette sandwiches
and sides ready to go!

Freshly Brewed Lavazza Coffee

Specialty Cappuccino • Espresso • Latte • Americano
Coffees: Cafe Mocha • Cafe Cubano • Chi Latte • Affogato
Open Daily from 9am-10pm • Two Great Shops In One Location! On the East End of Sanibel, near the Lighthouse

362 Periwinkle Way • 239-476-0796 • www.SanibelsBestHomemadeIceCream.com
Please like us on

Facebook,

Instagram and

Twitter
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We deliver
to East End

Marine science educators share interesting facts about commom
shells during Discover Beachcombing walks

washing ashore. If you ever spot one while wading, do
not pull it out of the ground! In the water, they’re soft
and almost gooey. In each capsule are teeny-tiny juvenile
Lightning Whelks that are receiving nourishment while
they develop until they’re ready to hatch.
Of course, not all laid eggs will hatch; the casings detach
and wash ashore. When we find casings on the beach,
they’re typically dried out and crunchy to the touch.
However, this does provide a cool opportunity to collect
tiny Lightning Whelk shells. Usually, you can shake the
dried casings and find quite a few.
Sanibel is not only an excellent destination to discover

Lightning Whelk shell casings are always fun to find and often hold
many tiny shells

a wondrous diversity of shells, but also a great place to
encounter more interesting ocean finds that allow us to
gain a better understanding of structure and function of
different creatures. Discover Beachcombing is the perfect
opportunity to learn more about shells and local wildlife.
It’s offered weekly at Sanibel Sea School and in partnership
with Sanibel Moorings Resort. A parent or guardian
must accompany children. Register online at www.
sanibelseaschool.org.
Sanibel Sea School is part of the Sanibel-Captiva
Conservation Foundation family, which is dedicated to the
conservation of coastal habitats and aquatic resources on
Sanibel and Captiva and in the surrounding watershed.
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Shell Club Members Bag
Giveaways For Attendees

V

isitors who attend
the Sanibel Shell
Show love the little
bags of shells they
receive as a thank you
for their donation of
$5 to enter the Artistic
and Scientific Division
exhibition halls. Those
shells, unfortunately,
don’t just jump
into the bags by
themselves. One of the
many labor-intensive
jobs in preparation for
the shell show is the
filling of those over
3,000 or so plastic bags
to be handed out at the
Volunteers hand select shells from a
front gate. Most show variety of 40 to 50 shell species
attendees do make the 
photos provided
requested donation to
visit the indoor exhibits at The Community House.
All of the net profit from those gate donations is given
out in the form of grants for marine educational programs.
Shell Club members spent two days filling these

little bags at Sanibel
Congregational United
Church of Christ.
Using shell donations
from both members
of the community and
members of the shell
club, the first chore is
to sort all these shells
by type and size. Then
comes the labor of
filling each bag with
approximately one
dozen shells, selected
from a variety of 40
to 50 shell species,
One of the bags of local shells with
inserting a thank you
thank you note from the Sanibelnote from the shell club a
Captiva Shell Club
and sealing the bags.
Thirteen years ago, Linda Edinburg accepted the
responsibility of getting these little bags of shells filled. She
sorts shells that are donated to the club at her home during
the winter and then she looks for volunteers to help her
fill them. Since that time, she and her crew have filled over
33,000 bags.
We hope you enjoy this year’s 85th Annual Sanibel Shell
Show and your little bag of shells.
For more information about the Sanibel-Captiva Shell
Club, visit https://sanibelshellclub.com.

QWIK

Shells for Artists!

Please join us for our 11th year in Fort Myers
during the Sanibel Shell Show. Come see a
large variety of selected shells for artists.

PACK & SHIP

We Pack & Ship Shells!

20371 Summerlin Rd., Fort Myers, FL

Shipping • Shipping Supplies
B W & C o l o r P r i n t i n g • Fa x • C o p i e s
Notar y • Scan/Email • Mailbox Rentals
P i c k - u p s • W i F i • Fr e i g h t S e r v i c e s

Wednesday, March 2 • 9am to 5pm
Thursday, March 3 • 9am to 5pm
Friday, March 4 • 9am to 5pm
Saturday, March 5 • 9am to Noon

10% GROUND SHIPPING
OFF WITH THIS AD

Residence Inn by Marriott
Very near Causeway to Sanibel

Also, please see us at
The Cape Cod Shells for Artists Sales
June 24-25, 2022 • Sept. 16-17, 2022
9am to 5pm
Doubletree by Hilton
287 Iyannough Rd., Hyannis, MA

Authorized
Shipping Center
F r i e n d ly a n d C o u r t e o u s s e r v i c e
All items professionally packed with care

MON-FRI 9:30- 5:30 • Sa t 10- 2

www.ShellsForArtists.com
PO Box 242, Cape May, NJ 08204
info@shellsforartists.com

Roberts Center
1 4 5 6 Pe r i w i n k l e Wa y, S u i t e B
(Across from Mudbugs)

(239) 472-0288 • Fax (239) 472-0809
QPSIBC@gmail.com
www.IslandBusinessCenter.com
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Exhibit At Shell Museum
Spotlights Water Quality

Red macroalgae off the coast of Sanibel in 2006 

photo by Andrew West, The News-Press

T

he exhibit Red, Blue, Green: An Introduction to Water
Quality in Southwest Florida is on view through June
12 at Bailey-Matthews National Shell Museum. Produced
in partnership with Sanibel-Captiva Conservation
Foundation, and The News-Press and Naples Daily News,
the works in the exhibit serve as a visual introduction to
the dynamics of water quality in the region, from Lake
Okeechobee to the Everglades to the Gulf of Mexico.
Through photographs, maps, timelines and other
formats, the exhibit illustrates phenomena such as red tide
and blue-green algae, the legacy of managing water flow
in the region, and impacts of both good and poor water
quality to ecosystems, wildlife and the economy. Many of
the photographs featured were taken by award-winning
photographer Andrew West, who has documented changes
in Southwest Florida’s ecosystems and related issues for
over 20 years. The exhibit also spotlights work by local
organizations dedicated to improving water quality and
building awareness of these issues for Southwest Florida.
There is also a children’s activity table with art projects
related to the exhibition.
A conversation with the photographer, Andrew West,
will be held on Wednesday, April 6 at 5:30 p.m. at the
museum. The program, Paradise Considered: Photographs
of Nature and Change in Southwest Florida, is open to the
public. Cost is $10; no charge for members. Register online
at www.shellmuseum.org.
The exhibition is made possible by a gift from Joe and
Jo Anne Orndorff. Additional support is from the SanibelCaptiva Shell Club.
Also on view at the museum this season is the exhibit
Blackwater Moments: Nocturnal Photography of OpenOcean Mollusks, which runs through May 30.
Bailey-Matthews National Shell Museum is located at
3075 Sanibel-Captiva Road. It is open from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. daily. Permanent exhibitions include the Great Hall of
Shells, Beyond Shells living gallery of aquariums and over
50 species of marine life. For more information, visit www.
shellmuseum.org or call 239-395-2233.

2021

Best Of The Islands

Gift Shop
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Artist’s Work Reflects
Love Of Seashells
by Kathy Kurtz Ferrari

I

t’s fair to say there are many people
attending the Sanibel Shell Festival
who love shells.
But Fort Myers artist Ginny
Dickinson literally has shells on her
heart.
She has created what is probably
the world’s largest shell-covered
heart, which she calls In My Heart of
Hearts. It will be hard to miss as the
centerpiece of this year’s Shell Festival.
“In my heart of hearts, I just love shells,” Dickinson’s
artist’s statement notes.
Being asked to create a piece for this year’s show, she
took that sentiment and drew up a design, contacting a
fiberglass company in Tampa to make the heart form.
“I sent him a sketch of it, and I said, ‘It’s a puffed heart.’
And the guy was like, ‘A what?’ So I said it’s like a mylar
balloon, like what you could buy at Publix. That’s what I
want,” she explained as she took a break from working on
the piece in January.
The heart, made of fiberglass covered steel, has a
surface of about six feet tall and nearly as wide at the top.
It is welded onto a metal post with an eye hook to allow

Artist Ginny Dickinson worked for months to create In My Heart of
Hearts, the centerpiece artwork for this year’s Shell Festival

photos by Kathy Kurtz Ferrari

portability, granted by heavy equipment. The heart was
bolted on a jack to be able to move it up and down, side to
side during the creative process. Dickinson often had to
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climb a ladder or sit on a
wheeled dolly to do her
work.
“I always start with
fighting conchs,” Dickinson
said, as she pointed to a row
of shells glued to the piece.
Most of the countless
number of shells are from
Southwest Florida.
She worked on the project
for months in her “sheshed,” located at RV Boat
Storage Works, a business
she and her husband opened
recently in Fort Myers.
Dickinson has a collection
of not only shells in boxes,
The artist found herself high on a
ladder to glue shells in place
bins and bags, but many
other materials from nature.
She has been collecting shells all her life, and she laughed
when she opened a box and saw a note inside saying how
many shells and where she found them.
“I call this money,” she joked, as she grabbed a handful
of colorful tiny shells and jingled them in her palm.
Work involved glueing not only large, attractive shells
on the heart, but also minute ones that she must have
placed with tweezers to fill gaps. At one point, she was
getting a little nervous that she didn’t have enough, so she

and her husband ate
mussels from Publix.
The blue shells added
a nice touch.
“My goal is to leave
no shell behind. I want
to put every single one
I own so I don’t have
to keep it in a box,”
the artist said. “This
is like my personal
jewelry box.”
Once all the
shells were in place,
Dickinson completely
covered the piece in
shiny art resin, making
sure to fill every nook
and cranny.
Her collection has
Ginny Dickinson spent part of the
benefited from the
project sitting on a wheeled dolly to
generosity of others
work around the bottom of the heart
who have given her
shells from all over the world. Unusual Pacific shells on the
piece came from the Rex Bigford family, who lived near
reefs when their father was in the military.
Dickinson’s portfolio includes a shell-covered manatee
mailbox she donated for the Manatee Madness fundraiser

continued on page 26

Enjoy Indoor & Outdoor Dining
in a Casual and Friendly Atmosphere.
PLACE

239-472-0223
Reservations Accepted

2055 Periwinkle Way
Sanibel, FL 33957

LUNCH: 11 a.m. – 4 p.m.
DINNER: 4 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
HAPPY HOUR: 3 – 5 p.m. Daily
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food
Jean Le Boeuf, News-Press

CipsPlace.com

2022 Sanibel Shell Festival

Authors’ Table Schedule

Karen T. Bartlett

Jane Kirschner

Amanda Collett

Jennifer Schiff

Megan McCormick

James Usavage

Harlan Wittkopf

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

9 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

9 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

9 a.m.-12 p.m.

Amanda Collett
Harlan Wittkopf
Jane Kirschner

Megan McCormick
Jane Kirschner
James Usavage

James Usavage
Harlan Wittkopf
Megan McCormick

12:30 p.m.-4 p.m.

12:30-4 p.m.

12-3 p.m.

Jennifer Schiff
Karen Bartlett

Amanda Collett
Harlan Wittkopf

Karen Barlett
Amanda Collett

March 3

March 4
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March 5

photo by Harlan Wittkopf

25th
Consecutive
Year

Harlan Wittkopf,
best selling
Seashell Author,
Returns to
the Sanibel Shell
Festival
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Ginny Dickinson started her shell overlay with fighting conchs as
seen here in the center of the heart 
photos by Kathy Kurtz Ferrari

From page 23

Love Of Seashells
for Community Housing and Resources last year. It was on
display at Bailey’s for several months. Dickinson’s pieces
have helped raise over $60,000 for charities.
After seeing her manatee, Shell Festival organizers asked
Dickinson if she would be interested in doing something
for this show.
“We were thrilled to have her. She is such a great gal,”
said Mary Burton, Shell Festival co-chair and head of
the artistic division. “We thought this would be a noncompetitive thing that people would be excited to see.

Tiny colorful shells used for the heart are held in the palm of the
artist’s hand

We’re excited to have her. But, of course, we’ll be holding
our breath until it’s in place!”
For most of her 59 years, Dickinson had never really
done anything artistically. She had been working in the
corporate world, holding the position of chief financial
officer of City Mattress.
“My 50th birthday is what triggered all this,” she said.
“It was hard. But I felt like when I turned 50 and I’d been
sitting behind this desk working all these years for
somebody else, I wanted to do 50 new things, and I did.”
Dickinson felt her large shell collection really didn’t
have a purpose at the time.
“It was a burden. I kept looking at my garage at all these

239.395.3733 • 2359 Periwinkle way, Sanibel
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boxes and all these
shells and thinking,
‘What is the point of
this? Just to collect?’”
Then she saw
a call for artists to
decorate 50 seahorse
sculptures as a
fundraiser to build
Golisano Children’s
Hospital in Fort
Myers.
“I told my
husband I’m going
to put all those shells
on that thing and
Tiny shells glued onto the heart create
it’ll be cute,” she
delicate patterns across the entire piece
remembered.
Since then, despite never having taken any formal
art training, the spigots opened on her untapped talent.
She has gotten into photography and works with other
materials besides shells.
After the Shell Festival closes, the heart will be on
temporary display at the Sanibel & Captiva Islands
Chamber of Commerce welcome center. Dickinson has no
idea where it will ultimately end up.
“Ideally, if I could have my dream come true, it would
be in a public space where people could go see it and touch
it. It’s highly tactile. And someplace close so I can go see

Ginny Dickinson looks over her collection to choose the right shell
for her creation

it,” Dickinson said.
Her own heart will always be filled with shells.
“Every single one of those had a living animal in it,” she
said while looking at shells on the heart with awe. “When
you think about the variety and the colors, you may not
need to believe in my god, but you need to believe in some
higher being, because how does that happen? That you
can bend down and find something like that on this earth.
Thank you!”
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The Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club
Thanks the Sponsors of the 85th Annual Shell Show
Titanium Level Overall Shell Show Sponsor
She Sells Sea Shells

Platinum Level Exhibit Hall Sponsor
Bailey’s General Store

Pamela Goldman

The Pezzino Family

Gold Level Exhibit Section Sponsors
Bank of the Islands
The Carey Family
Ron & Beverly Carter
The Clifford Family
Everwater Charters & Tours
The Fields Family

Roger & Sandy Grogman
Mark & Kathy Helge
Ramona & Mark Novitski
Phyllis Sharp
Treasure Seekers
Harlan Wittkopf
Island Inn

Silver Level Exhibit Class Sponsors
Debi & Barry McBroom
Beachcombing Magazine
Carol Periard
Billy’s Rentals
Susan Arnoff Spohr
Chris & Hays Hill
Three Crafty Ladies
Sue Hobbs
Donna & David Timmerman
Island Sun
Congress Jewelers
Hall Keller & Laurie Kaps-Keller
Bailey-Matthews National Shell Museum
Joyce Matthys

Bronze Level Sponsors
Mary Burton
Neal & Mimi Deynser
The Edinburg Family
Gene Everson
Goz Gosselin
Connie Jump
Sanibel Seashell Industries
Shalimar Cottages & Motel

The Timbers Restaurant & Fish Market
John & Jill Wahlfeld
Kate Simister
Doug & Kathy Kapp
Bill & Heather O’Keefe
The Thomas Family
Eugene Spencer
Sanibel Captiva Community Bank
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A Brief History of Florida’s
Strawberry Industry
by John A. Wolff

W

hen it comes
to strawberry
production, Florida
is one of the
largest strawberry
producing states in
the nation, coming
a distant second
behind California.
The Sunshine State’s strawberry industry is only growing
stronger and more successful each year.
According to the Florida Strawberry Growers
Association, Florida lays claim to approximately 8,000
acres of strawberries and Plant City (located about 25
miles east of Tampa and 60 miles southwest of Orlando)
is widely recognized as the Winter Strawberry Capital of
the World because it grows more than three-quarters of the
nation’s winter strawberries. Many people are surprised
to learn that the growing season for the Florida-grown
fruit runs from about Thanksgiving to Easter, or the end of
March, and March is typically the best month for Florida
strawberries. That’s when they’re most affordable to
consumers.
Thanks to its mild subtropical climate and fertile soil,

March is typically the best month for Florida strawberries

photo provided

Hillsborough County’s Plant City is a perfect place for
winter strawberries to thrive.
The fruit was introduced to the area in the late 1800s,
and although it began as a simple garden crop grown by
residents, it quickly became a hot commodity. Strawberry
farmers started to multiply in the community and as
shipping methods improved, so did the berries’ condition
at markets, which only enhanced their appeal. Plant City’s
reputation as the Winter Strawberry Capital of the World
was solidified shortly thereafter.
As a result, it’s easy to see why Plant City hosts the
Florida Strawberry Festival each March. The festival was
created in 1930 by members of the Plant City Lions Club to
celebrate the community’s bountiful strawberry harvest. It

continued on page 30

Our shuckers await you!
SERVING the largest selection
of oysters in Southwest Florida

OYSTER BAR OPEN 7 DAYS THROUGH SEASON

$1.25 Oyster Happy Hour
Gigas & Virginica Oysters • Clams • Mussels
Escargot • Fried Calamari • SHRIMP! SHRIMP! SHRIMP!

“BEST RESTAURANT
FOR SEAFOOD”
Visit our Sister Restaurants “Overseas”

Celebrating 43 Years of Fresh Fish!
703 Tarpon Bay Rd., Sanibel • 472-3128
Fish Market open at 11 am
Oyster Bar open 4 pm
Serving 4:30-9 pm 7 days
Happy Hour 4-6 pm • $1 Oysters

Open 4 pm 7 Days
Full Liquor Happy Hours
4-6 pm & 10-11:30 pm

7790 Cypress Lake Dr.
Fort Myers • 437-4377

13451 McGregor Blvd.
Fort Myers • 489-2226

www.TimbersOfSanibel.com
*Sushi & Sashimi Thurs - Sat!
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From page 29

Strawberry Industry
took a six-year hiatus during and immediately following
World War II, but it’s been an annual event since 1948, and
all signs point to it staying that way.
The nine-day celebration features live entertainment;
livestock shows, sales and contests; parades; and, of course,
plenty of strawberry-related events and exhibits like the
Florida Strawberry Growers Association’s strawberry
production display and “Ask A Farmer” booth. Plus, the
festival offers ample opportunities to sample and savor
the celebrated fruit with fresh strawberries, strawberry
shortcake, strawberry milkshakes, chocolate-dipped
strawberries, strawberry jam, strawberry lemonade and
many other treats readily available. For more information
on the festival coming up the first week of March (3 to 11),
visit www.flstrawberryfestival.com.
And here is a recipe that might make you want to get
some of our fresh Florida strawberries and put them to
good use:
Strawberry Pretzel Tart
Crust:
2 cups crushed pretzels
1 � sticks (� cup) melted butter
� cup sugar
Preheat oven to 350ºF. Combine and press firmly into
a 10-inch tart pan (I use a heavy glass with a flat bottom
to press it down well). Bake for 10 minutes and allow the

crust to cool completely.
Cream Cheese Filling:
8 ounces softened cream cheese
� cup sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 � cups whipped cream
Beat the cream cheese and sugar until smooth. Add
vanilla. Fold in the whipped cream and spread into
completely cooled crust.
Strawberry Topping:
� cup sugar
� cup water
1 tablespoon corn starch
1 � tablespoons strawberry jello mix (or 4 teaspoons
pure gelatin and � teaspoon of pure organic strawberry
extract)
1 pint fresh strawberries (stemmed and halved)
Combine the sugar, water and corn starch and bring
to a full, rolling boil on the stove. Boil for two minutes,
whisking constantly. Remove from heat. Add the jello and
whisk until combined. Allow to cool slightly. Arrange the
berries on top of the cream cheese layer and then drizzle
the mixture over the berries, trying to cover each berry.
Refrigerate at least a few hours or until the jello layer is
firm.
John A. Wolff is the resident chef of the Culinary Education
Center of Sanibel at The Community House. He enjoys sharing
culinary knowledge with future chefs of all ages. Contact him at
kitchen@sanibelcommunityhouse.net or call 239-472-2155.

The Sanibel Captiva
Trust Company
is proud to celebrate
the 85th Annual
Sanibel Shell Festival

Trust & Estate Services | Investment Management

2460 Palm Ridge Road | Sanibel, FL 33957
239.472.8300 | sancaptrustco.com
NOT FDIC INSURED I NOT GUARANTEED I MAY LOSE VALUE
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40 years

THEN &now

“By calling
FISH, you’re
just tying into a
network of friendly
neighbors.”
—Emily Barefield, 1982
Inaugural FISH
Vice President

article from
The ISLANDER
Tuesday,
April 6, 1982

MISSION
FISH of SanCap
enriches the lives
of all people in Sanibel
and Captiva Islands by
neighbors helping
neighbors with food
programs, island based
education, social & senior
services, and helping
hands & financial

It began as simple acts
of kindness over 40 years
ago, in the kitchens and out
assistance.
of cars of island neighbors.
Today, FISH is the comprehensive
social service organization on Sanibel
and Captiva. As we’ve grown with the years,
our look has changed, our scope of assistance
has evolved and our impact has broadened.
But our mission is as clear as it was
when we began.

“We are
thrilled to celebrate
40 years of fulfilling
the promise made
so many years ago.
Here’s to 40 more!”
—Maggi Feiner
FISH President & CEO

the first
FISH logo
2430-B Periwinkle Way, Sanibel FL 33957
239.472.4775 • fishofsancap.org

40 year timeline
1982

1988

—“Person-to-Person” calls established

2008—Food Pantry opened &

1992—FISH celebrates 10 years of service
—March/April First full week
of operations; Ready to help 24-7;
1999—New FISH President,
original phone number is still in use
Norman Bowles steps in

1983—First annual meeting at Gulf Pines
1984 —Hurricane Committee Established
1986—First Friendly Faces Event

1987

Walk-in Center relocated

2009

after 12 years of volunteer work

2003

—Volunteers jump to action
before Hurricane Floyd

2017

—FISH becomes a
United Way Partner

—FISH assists record
numbers following
Hurricane Irma

—New logo
2011—Backpack Program established 2020 and

— adopted motto of
“Neighbors helping Neighbors”

2012—“30 Rocks!” FISH 30th

2007—New logo reflecting community

focus; opened first Walk-in Center
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Anniversary Celebration

2015

—New Walk-In Center
opens & FISH has a
“Home of its Own”

Mission
Statement

The Atlantic Fig Snail
by José H. Leal, PhD, Science Director
and Curator, Bailey-Matthews
National Shell Museum

T

he Atlantic Fig Snail, Ficus
papyratia (Say, 1822), has a thin
shell that is shaped like a slender fig.
The shell opening, or aperture, tapers
gently toward the end of the anterior
canal. The snail is cream colored with
dark and whitish spots. There is no
operculum.
When the snail is out of the shell, its mantle almost
completely covers the shell; the siphon can be seen on
the left in the photo of the living animal. The continual,
repeated expansion and withdrawal of the mantle
over the shell works to keep it free of algae and animal
encrustations. Fig snails are carnivorous. Some of the
species in the genus Ficus perform autotomization, being
capable of, when under stress, releasing parts of the mantle
to confuse predators. After that happens, they are able to
quickly regrow the missing part.
Fig snails have separate sexes. Their flattened, milkywhite, translucent egg capsules have fluted, wavy edges
and are a little less than an inch in diameter. They are
laid in succession, stacked on top of each other, and are
attached to a rock or other hard structure.
The detail photo shows one single egg capsule
containing about a dozen individuals already at the early
larval stage. (To boot, egg capsules of the Mauve-mouth
Drill, Calotrophon ostrearum, with pink-red larvae inside, are
visible on the surface of that Atlantic Fig Snail egg capsule.)
Read more about local mollusks and their shells at
https://www.shellmuseum.org/shell-guide and https://
www.shellmuseum.org/blog.
Dr. José H. Leal received his PhD in marine biology and
fisheries from University of Miami and has served at BaileyMatthews National Shell Museum since 1996. Under his
leadership, the museum was awarded its first accreditation from
the American Alliance of Museums in 2010.

Atlantic Fig Snail eggs are laid in succession and stacked on top of
each other. They are a little less than an inch in diameter.

photo by José H. Leal

Atlantic Fig Snail, Ficus papyratia 

photo by José H. Leal

A living Atlantic Fig Snail. Note the siphon on the left.

photo by Amy Tripp

Detail of a single egg capsule containing about a dozen individuals
at early larval stage. Note the egg capsules of the Mauve-mouth
Drill on top of the Fig Snail capsules.
photo by José H. Leal
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MEET
THE SHELL
MAKERS

Open Daily
10 a.m.–5 p.m.
FREE PARKING
3075 Sanibel-Captiva Rd
Sanibel Island, FL 33957
(239) 395-2233
SHELLMUSEUM.ORG
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Shelling Tips & Essentials
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Bucket, net bag and scoop
Sunscreen, sunglasses and hat
Best time to go shelling is after a storm, at low tide
and in the morning just before dawn
Do not collect live shells; it is illegal. If found,
place shell gently back in the water.
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© The Bailey-Matthews National Shell Museum

Visit The Bailey-Matthews National Shell Museum
3075 Sanibel-Captiva Road • Open Daily 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

www.ShellMuseum.org

How To Find Shells...

How To Clean Shells...

• Assemble tools of the trade: mesh collection bag, small
shovel, magnifying glass, metal sieve, shell scooper
net, small rake/claw, field notebook, waterproof pen,
collection bottles for tiny specimens, small plastic bags
for shell storage, insect spray, sunscreen, water bottle
and lightweight backpack.

• Wash shells with water to remove sand, loose debris
and salts.

• The collection of live shells is prohibited and strictly
enforced in Lee County. If you aren’t sure if a shell is
alive, first try the sniff test – dead critters have a strong
odor. Place it in a tide pool or at the surf’s edge and
observe. If the critter feels safe, it will extend from the
shell and begin moving. If the animal is alive, return it
to the same spot where it was collected.

• When working with bleach or removing dead animals,
wear a mask, gloves, goggles and old clothes.

• Best time to find shells is 1-1/2 hours before low tide
until 1-1/2 hours after low tide.

• After soaking, scrub the shell with a brush. Clean spiral
shaped shells with a small, curved wire brush like a
baby bottle brush. Use dental pick to remove barnacles
or clean shell ridges.

• Best days of the month are the new moon and the full
moon.
• If you don’t find shells on one beach, try another area of
the island.
• Start by zigzagging the beach, walking from the high
tide line to the surf line and back until hot spots are
identified.
• Many shells are found right below the surface of the
sand. Telltale bubbles indicate that a creature waits
below. Enjoy their color, structure and habits and return
them to their home.
• Tidal pools are a haven for marine life. Check under
rocks, logs, driftwood and in sponges or clumps of
seaweed. Be sure to return the habitat to the state in
which you found it.
• Intertidal mud flats are great for burrowing mollusks
and sea snails.
• As a mollusk moves, a trail may be left behind. Look for
tracks in the sand. Leave live mollusks alone.
• Snorkeling during low tide is a great way to collect
shells that haven’t been damaged by the surf.
• Examine the cliff-like ledge revealed as the tide recedes.
Shells become trapped or buried there.
• Look along the tide line in shell grit. Use the sieve to
separate grit from small shells.
• Check out large piles of shells. Don’t assume they’ve
already been picked over.
• The roots of mangrove trees provide safe harbor for
many mollusks. Observe them, but leave them alone.

• Soak shells overnight in a solution of 50 percent water
and 50 percent bleach. Solution may be used several
times before discarding. Do not use bleach on shiny
shells. It will remove their glossy finish.

• Soaking time is dictated by the type of shell, the
quantity of shells, and how heavy the periostracum
(outer covering of the shell) is. Generally, soaking
overnight is sufficient.

• Rinse off debris and bleach and let dry.
• To bring out shell color, rub with a cotton ball soaked
in mineral oil. Let stand about 30 minutes and remove
excess oil with a dry cotton ball.
• Coat sand dollars, sea urchins and fragile shells with a
solution of 50 percent water and 50 percent school glue.
Apply to one side with a paint brush, dry and repeat on
other side. Apply three coats. This will strengthen the
shells.

How To Safely
Transport Shells...
• Fill plastic medicine bottles with sand to cushion small
shells.
• Protect hinged bivalves by stuffing with cotton. Use
transparent tape to secure. After traveling, remove tape.
• Use plastic peanut butter, mayonnaise containers or
zippered bags to pack larger shells. Wrap shells in toilet
paper or bubble wrap.
• Styrofoam peanuts and crumpled up newspaper work
well as filler for packing larger shells.
• To mail packages, use heavy corrugated boxes, reinforce
boxes on the corners and line with corrugated material.
Reinforce the sides with crisscrossed pieces. Place
box inside another box, with crumpled up newspaper
serving as a shock absorber between the two boxes.

• Avoid crowds and competition by shelling with a
flashlight at low tides occurring after dark.
• Storms are a calling card for great shelling. Winds out of
the northwest produce bountiful shelling.

Courtesy of Bailey-Matthews National Shell Museum

LIVE MUSIC

DAILY 5-9pm
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e
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!
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1473 Periwinkle

FRESH SEAFOOD GRILL • FULL BAR

WINNER
2 YEARS IN A ROW
2020 & 2021
CROW TASTE
OF THE ISLANDS
PEOPLE’S CHOICE

AWARD

Chef Ryan Kida

HOME OF THE CHARGRILLED OYSTER

HAPPY

HOUR

SPECIALS

Drink & Food
Specials
Daily • 3-6pm
Lunch & Dinner
Daily • 11am

www.MudBugsSanibel.com • 239-472-2221
1473 Periwinkle Way, Sanibel
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• Available
for Private
Bookings
• Takeout
Available
• Outdoor
Seating

Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club
Grants Program And Awards

E

ach fall, the Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club gives away all
profits from the Sanibel Shell Show. Last year, these
grants totaled $31,000. In addition to the grants, the club
has supported graduate students in the University of
Southwest Florida (USF) College of Marine Science for
many years through the Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club/Mary
& Al Bridell Memorial Fellowship. What began with a
modest contribution of $500 in 1985 has grown to become
a significant endowment. Each year, a $10,000 fellowship is
awarded to one of USF’s brightest marine scientists.
In December of 2021, the shell club donated a total of
$31,000 to local organizations and universities from the
proceeds of the 2019 Shell Show and 2020 Virtual Shell
Show. Below are the recipients, the amount awarded and a
brief description of the funded projects.
Bailey-Matthews National Shell Museum: $5,000
to support the Adopt-a-Class program and $2,600 to
support the temporary exhibit Red, Blue, and Green: An
Introduction to Water Quality in Southwest Florida.
University of Florida Foundation: $1,500 for the study
of microscopic malacofauna in Pinecrest Beds in Sarasota
County through the Florida Museum of Natural History.
University of South Florida: $3,552 to investigate the
sources of microplastics and their chemical constituents in
Tampa Bay mollusk communities.
Florida Gulf Coast University: $4,600 for a project

Sam Ankerson, executive director of the Bailey-Matthews National
Shell Museum, accepts check from Meg Born, grants committee
member 
photo provided

aiming to determine the efficacy of vertical removal of
toxins of red tide organism Karenia brevis.
Sanibel-Captiva Conservation Foundation: $5,000 for
the study of optimal potential sites for the location of hard
clam spawning sanctuaries to promote reproduction in
Pine Island Sound.
The following amounts were disbursed for multi-year
commitments made by the club in previous years:
Conchologists of America: $1,000 for the ongoing
commitment to create a scholarship.
Bailey-Matthews National Shell Museum: $7,750 for
the Specify computer program license and renovations in
2019-20 that included the new Living Gallery.

FOUNDED IN 1984 WITH A MISSION TO PRESERVE AND SHARE SANIBEL HISTORY.

MUSEUM HOURS:
Tues.-Sat.
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
GIFT SHOP:
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

•
•
•
•
•
•

9 Historic Buildings
Self & Guided Tours
Gift Shop
Twilight Talks
Special Events
Volunteer
Opportunities

ADMISSION: $10.00 adults
18 & over; children are free.

Donate or become a member today!

Connect with us!

Visit sanibelmuseum.org or call 239-472-4648

The Sanibel Historical Museum & Village is located at 950 Dunlop Road, Sanibel, FL 33957
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How Scientific
Exhibits Are Judged

A

wards are given to the best
exhibits entered in shell shows.
Scientific Shell Show exhibits can
feature a single shell or multiple
shells. This guide will help you
understand how exhibits are judged.
Scientific Exhibits: The shells in a
Diane Thomas
scientific exhibit may be self-collected
Scientific Division Chair
or from any source, meaning they
could be purchased, obtained in a
trade or received as a gift. Some judges may use a point
system when evaluating the exhibits, with 100 points being
the highest possible score. Points are awarded in the areas
of aesthetics, specimens, labels and text, and educational
value. Single shell entries may also be judged on a point
system. Although most judges do not keep an actual score
card for each exhibit, the following information will give
you an idea of what the judges think is important.
Multiple Shell Exhibits: Aesthetics (Attractiveness:
20 points) (Neatness: 5 points): Exhibits with aesthetics
appeal attract viewers. Not only do the shells contribute
to attractiveness, but also their arrangement and
surroundings. Labels, cases, backgrounds and color
schemes should complement the specimens, rather than
distract from them.
Specimens: (Choice of specimens: 20 points)

TROPICAL

Cindy Lee from Chapin, South Carolina won a blue ribbon in the
class for educational exhibits with this interesting exhibit about
Boring Clams

photo provided

(Completeness: 10 points): Since shells are the focus of the
show, the best shells will count most in the judging.
Labels and Text (25 points): All errors in text, whether
they are on the backboards or specimen labels, will
result in a lesser exhibit score. Major infractions include
misidentifications and impossible locality data. Minor

L U X U RY

continued on page 36

CLOTHING

Coco y Cabana was cr eated with intention and grace to
inspire ever y wom an who walks in our store. Coco y Cabana
is on a m ission to spr ead love one gar ment at a time.
We understand that giving back is the way to live an
abundant life and we hope you feel that when you
walk in our beautiful boutique.
SWIMWEAR • DESIGNER DRESSES • SHOES • ACCESSORIES

T h e V i l l a g e S h o p s • 2340 Per iwinkle Way, #G- 2, Sanibel
2 3 9 .3 1 2 .8 4 6 7 • w w w.cocoycabana.com • info@cocoycabana.com
H OU R S : M ON DAY-S ATU R DAY 10A M-5P M • S U N DAY C LOS E D
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Sitting Bunny
by Anne Joffe, She Sells Sea Shells

T

he Sitting
Bunny is easy
to make and a fun
craft for children,
especially for
Easter. You can
paint a couple
of Auger shells
orange to make
the carrots.
Materials
1 pair large
Cockles (body)
1 medium
Cockle (head)
1 cotton ball
Sitting Bunny 
photo by Anne Joffe
1 pair 6mm
wiggle eyes
1 pair Mussel shells (ears)
1 Button shell (nose)
Fishing line
Glue the larger Cockle shells together for the body. The
widest end of the Cockle shell is at the back.
On the single medium Cockle, glue the two Mussel
shells for ears. Get them to stand up straight with the
points down. Glue the smaller Cockle shell head onto the

body shells, point down, just above indented cheek of the
Cockle pair.
Glue on eyes, about a third of the way down from top.
Cut 3 pieces of fishing line into 3-inch strips and glue
them on as whiskers, 3 on each side of the nose.
Glue on the Button shell nose, over the center of the
whiskers.
Glue the cotton ball on the rear for a tail.
Once completely dry, glue onto a wood slab or base of
your choice, and add other decorations.
Visit www.SheSellsSeaShellsSanibel.com.
From page 35

Scientific Exhibits
infractions include capitalizing the specimen name,
incorrect use of parenthesis, omitting a comma between the
author and the date, failing to set off species names (italics,
bold or underlining) and typographical errors.
Educational Value: (Clarity: 10 points) (Scientific
accuracy: 10 points) (Interest/Originality: 5 points):
Clarity, accuracy and interest are the essential ingredients
of educational value. Scientific accuracy consists of evenhandedness, completeness and precision.
Single Shell Exhibits: (Specimen: 80 points) (Display:
20 points): Single shell specimen judging is based on two
things; the quality of the shell and how it is displayed. The
quality of the specimen is important, but the rarity of the
shell is also considered. A rare shell will be given more
points than a more common shell.

Voted B est of the Islands 2021
Visit our NEW On Line Store
2islandsgallery.com
2 Islands Gallery is a whimsical
fun place to shop for fabulous
one of a kind art created by
local artists. We feature a large
selection of custom made jewelry,
unique pottery, paintings, artful
clothing, handbags, decorative
baskets, painted silk scarfs, island
decor, mermaids, creative gifts,
cards, prints and more. Stop in
and say hi to the artist on duty.
Voted the best gallery on the islands.

NAILS

EYEL ASH EXTENSIONS

BRIDAL

TRIP ADVISOR
At Chadwick’s Square Captiva Island

239.472.2772
www.2islandsgallery.com

10:00 to 5:00 Mon.-Sun.
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FRESH FARE

FUN DRINKS

Savor creative farm-to-table dishes after sipping a craft cocktail
made with your favorite flavors and spirits. Both our bar and dining
room provide a friendly yet intimate island vibe where our
attentive staff will ensure you and your guest(s) enjoy every moment.
To learn more, visit cielo–sanibel.com

1244 Periwinkle Way, Sanibel Island, FL. Call 239–472–5555
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Fine Jeweler Todd Alan
Returns To Shell Festival
by Kathy Kurtz Ferrari

O

ne of the most
elaborate and
precious items in Sanibel
Shell Festival history will
be back on display this
year, as wire-bending fine
jeweler Todd Alan returns
with his mermaid crown. The Mermaid Crown by Todd Alan
 photos courtesy Todd Alan Studios
Considered his life’s
masterpiece, Alan has
worked on the headpiece for decades, putting in countless
hours.
Not really intended to be worn, the mystical crown is
woven with unusual 14-karat green gold and platinum,
accented with diamonds, sapphires, green tourmalines
and gold-encrusted shells. It is worth over a half-million
dollars, according to its creator.
The crown made its world debut at the Shell Festival in
2020. It drew a crowd as it was displayed in a bullet-proof
case with security. It has not been shown publically since
then.
“I’ve done some more work on it since the last show.
A piece like that never really feels finished,” Alan said,
explaining he has added “hundreds” of more jeweled

Todd Alan at work 

droplets, as well as tiny shells cast in gold.
The casting process involves making a mold from actual
seashells, then injecting melted gold into the mold to create
a life-like, glimmering replica.
For this year’s festival, Alan will be selling a variety of
shell-themed jewelry, created at his studio in Sarasota. This
includes rings made from coral, intricately cast in gold and
embellished with gemstones. The coral line is new for his
collection.
“People love them. They are pretty involved,” he said of
the work to create an item in the design.
As a master of wire-bending jewelry, Alan’s collection of
woven rings and wedding bands is expansive and he will
bring many beautiful options.
“That’s what I’m really known as, a ring maker,” he
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A Todd Alan original sealife ring

Todd Alan is known for the fine
workmanship he puts into rings,
particularly wedding bands

said. His work is popular
on wedding sites and
people contact him from around the world to have custom
wedding bands made.
The craftsmanship involved in the woven process
is hard to imagine, but Alan’s meticulous work can be
witnessed on his new YouTube channel. He and his
daughter, Lyra, launched the effort during the pandemic
lockdown, which happened right after his visit to the 2020
Shell Festival.
“I had been wanting to do videos for a long time, and it
was just a matter of having the time and equipment and all
that. It became the perfect opportunity,” he explained.
The attractive, professional videos feature the craftsman
working at his bench, firing and bending metals and wire.
He carefully places and solders gemstones into place to
create one-of-a-kind treasures.
“People watch the videos and they realize how much
really goes into every piece,” he added.
For this year’s show, Alan has created a stunning
necklace adorned with a 56-carat Ethiopian opal and

To create unique pieces, Todd
Alan casts real sealife in gold
and adds gemstones

smaller AAA-quality
A new line of coral jewelry is part
opal beads, on which he
of the Todd Alan collection being
has worked for the past
shown during the Shell Festival
year. The price had yet
to be determined when this story was written, but Alan
suggested it would be around $16,000.
“It has a lot of beautiful, beautiful opals and a lot of gold
work in it,” he said enthusiastically.
This is the third time Alan and his daughter will be
vendors at the Shell Festival, which is the only show they
do. His work is popular with this audience, and he said

Today's Moments...

Tomorrow's Memories!
R ESORT

Where Gardens & Sea Unite

Sanibel’s Only Botanical Gardens · One of Sanibel’s Top Wedding Venues
Beach Front Resort · Two Pools · 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom Suites · Business Center · Free WiFi
Butterfly Garden · Tennis & Pickleball Courts · Boat Dock & Dockage Available
Bicycle, Kayak, Canoe, Paddleboard & Boat Rentals

845 East Gulf Drive | Sanibel Island | 239-472-4119 | SanibelMoorings.com
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continued on page 40

Shell-A-Brate A Reflection
Of Imperfection
poem by Jeanette Bruck

She spots a “perfect” tulip while walking on the sand.
Stoops to pick it up, turns it over in her hand.
The waves have etched the shell with cracks and jagged
lines
She throws it toward the waves, it’s not perfect in her
mind.
Shelling too that morning, the shell she tossed I find
To me the imperfections are perfect to my mind
You see, just like this precious shell, we’ve all been etched
with lines
So “Shell-a-brate” your reflection in this imperfect mirror
of mine.
Jeanette Bruck is from Madison Township near Middletown,
Ohio. After a career in education, she became a snowbird in 2013.
Staying within walking distance of Fort Myers Beach allows
her to participate in her favorite sport, shelling. As a school
counselor, she taught character education to young children.
When she decided to enter a mirror in this year’s Shell Show,
memories of those lessons stressing kindness and acceptance came
back to her. Her poem reminds us that just as we should embrace
the outward appearance of ourselves and others, we should not
“toss” those seashells etched by the waves of time.

Local

Todd Alan mixed yelow, white and rose gold to create this one-of-akind sealife pendant 
photo courtesy Todd Alan Studios

From page 39

Todd Alan
he is glad to be able to give back to the show’s fundraising
efforts.
“The shell show is special to us, it’s dear to our heart,” he
stressed, adding he loves the area and is even in the process
of building a home on Pine Island.
“So I’m kind of a neighbor,” he said with a laugh. He
will continue to work and have his shop in Sarasota.
“We enjoy supporting this show and being there. It’s a
nice chance to show the crown because we don’t show it
very often at all,” he said. “I haven’t even shown it in the
shop in Sarasota.”

Bank.
Commitment.
Decisions.

Locally owned and operated with two island branches, we take pride in providing island residents and
businesses smart, thoughtful banking solutions – along with our unmatched customer service. Stop by today
to experience the SanCap Bank difference.

Periwinkle Branch Team
1037 Periwinkle Way, Sanibel | 239-472-6150

Main Office Team
2406 Periwinkle Way, Sanibel | 239-472-6100

www. SanCapBank.com
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How Artistic
Exhibits Are Judged

A

wards are given to the best
exhibits entered in shell shows.
Artistic exhibits vary from a single
stemmed flower to magnificent
arrangements and intricate Sailor’s
Valentines. This guide will help you
understand how the exhibits are
Mary Burton
judged.
Artistic Division Chair
Subtleties of craftsmanship that
make the difference between first
and second place ribbons may not be obvious to the
untrained eye. Artistic entries are judged by the quality
of craftsmanship, choice of material used, arrangement,
beauty and originality of the creation. Quality of
craftsmanship is a major criterion. The judges will look for
the presence of excessive glue showing, broken and dirty
shells, symmetry of the shells, any material not marine
related, dust, originality and presentation. Each entry must
adhere to the requirements of the class entered.
Artistic Division General Art Works: The overall
aesthetic appeal of an exhibit is of the utmost importance in
shell art. This includes the mastery of the artist’s technique
and the choice of the shells that they used. The judges look
at correctness of form and color; accuracy of the rendition;
composition and technical proficiency. The suitability of
the technique used in relationship to the materials and the

The 2020 Best Single Sailor’s Valentine Award and Best In Show
Award in the Artistic Hobbyist Division went to Joy Henderson of
Laceys Spring, Alabama in collaboration with Judy Dinnick of
Toronto, Canada, who painted the mermaid while Henderson did
the shell work 
photo provided

theme that the artist has chosen are also considered.
Artistic Division Sailor’s Valentines: Accurate
symmetrical designs; (in double Valentines) balance
between both sides; and balance of colors and densities are
important in all Sailor’s Valentines.
In traditional Valentines, the judges look for the use of
Barbadian shells, other authentic materials and the use of

continued on page 43

Celebrating

50 Years

on Sanibel

SHOP
LOCAL

whims

clothing to look
your best.
art & gifts to feather
your nest.

Don’t let your
supply run dry

www.GrogShopSanibel.com • 239-472-1682
Open 7 days • 9AM-7PM

mon - sat 10 am - 5 pm
sun 11 am - 4 pm
239-313-0535
2451 Periwinkle Way
Bailey’s Center

(Located in Bailey’s Shopping Center At the Far End, Facing Tarpon Bay Road)
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Artfully Reimagined
by Tracie Lantz, Three Crafty Ladies

S

anibel & Captiva’s stunning
sunsets and shell-lined beaches
inspire the imagination for all who
visit. Beachgoers often wonder,
“what can I make with all of my
found treasures?” Luckily, there is a
great product on the market called
alcohol ink. This solvent-based dye
can be used on a variety of surfaces
to create even the most intricate
of designs with ease. A few colors of alcohol ink and a
simple assortment of embellishments can skillfully turn
Neptune’s treasures into one-of-a kind pieces of art.
Sanibel’s seashells make the perfect canvas. They can
be painted and displayed on their own, or turned into
framed keepsakes to be hung or worn as jewelry. Seashells
can also be displayed in their natural state in a wooden
shadowbox.
Novice and seasoned artists are encouraged to
register for an Alcohol Ink Workshop to learn just how
fun and versatile mixed media art can be. Visit www.
ThreeCraftyLadies.com.

A few simple steps will transform your beach treasures into one-ofa-kind works of art
photo provided

From page 42

Artistic Exhibits
acknowledged historical techniques. A traditional theme
should be used such as romance, dedication to faraway
partners, the seafaring life, or longing for home.
In contemporary Valentines, the judges look at the
choice of shells and other materials; the originality of the
theme; the proportions of the elements; and the execution
of non-shell-based parts. They also look at the grading of
shell sizes, consistent posing of shells, color blending and
shading; calligraphy and typography; and the artist’s skill
in gluing and other construction techniques.
Artistic exhibits will be judged on the following
criterion:
Quality of craftsmanship - 50%
Quality and choice of material used - 25%
Arrangement, beauty and originality of creation - 25%.
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‘The World is Still My Oyster!’
by Matt Asen, Restaurateur

I

t’s been nearly two years since
the world has changed. To quote
the Grateful Dead, “What a long,
strange trip it’s been.” It’s given a
third new meaning to the initials BC;
the second being Before Causeway.
More recently, I have used it when
writing my memoirs or speaking to
younger folk, where it means Before
Cell phones, which to many of my
employees and relatives was before they were born! To
quote another rock group, REM, “It’s the End of the World
as We Know It.” Truer words were never written or sung.
Yes, it will be different but things will endure, and may
even be better. One of those things is oysters.
The popularity of oysters has been growing steadily
over the years and the supply has been buoyed by the
many new oyster farms from Maryland to Maine and
from California to British Columbia. While Mother
Nature, in the form of hurricanes (Gulf oysters) to rising
temperatures (West Coast oysters), has caused the loss
of millions of oysters, COVID cannot be caught by or
transferred to humans by oysters! Of course, in the
height of the pandemic, it was hard to find an oyster bar
where one could share the sociality of eating oysters and
drinking adult beverages in the company of strangers

Cottages to Castles

The original Islander-owned and operated vacation rental agency
dedicated exclusively to Sanibel and Captiva Islands.

who would soon become friends, joined by their love of
oysters. This camaraderie has been referred to as “The
Oysterhood.” Being in the business and an oyster lover,
I have been referred to as an “Oystafarian.” I have also
been unofficially designated a “Mermellier,” similar to a
“Sommelier,” as I have been tasting “naked oysters,” sans
sauce, and keeping notes on the different nuances.
Ten years ago, I was awarded a blue ribbon at the Shell
Show for my display of over 200 different oysters from
North America (all of which I had eaten at oyster bars
around the country). While there was a slight pause in my
collecting during COVID, I traveled to Europe and Asia
and added oysters from France, Great Britain, Vietnam
and China, among other North American varieties. My
collection now totals over 1,000 different oysters from 16
states, five Canadian provinces and 15 countries.
The best part about collecting these sumptuous bivalves
is the joy of being among the oysterhood in a new oyster
bar or restaurant, meeting and sharing the joy of oysters
with people who I soon will call friends. I look forward
to the time we can add the initials AC (After COVID) to
our vocabulary, and feel comfortable to travel around the
world and slurp a juicy cold one with a new friend who
was previously a stranger. I hope you do the same!
An Oyster Toast
“Here’s to a long life and a merry one,
a quick death and an easy one,
a passionate lover and an honest one,
a cold juicy oyster and another one!”

ISLAND LAW OFFICE OF

Janet M. Strickland
P.A.

Wills, Trusts & Estate Planning
Probates & Estates
Member of The Real Property, Probate &
Trust Law Section of The Florida Bar
Member of the Lee County and
the Florida Bar Association
AV Rated by Martindale-Hubble
From Simple to Simply Elegant, we represent the finest
1 - 8 bedroom Cottages, Condominiums, Homes and Estates
Our properties have been featured on HGTV’s “Dream
Vacations,” on MTV and in Martha Stewart “Living” magazine
May your vacation on Sanibel and
Captiva Islands be filled with relaxing sunsets,
cool drinks and sand between your toes.

1-800-472-5385
www.Cottages-to-Castles.com
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Shell Club Brings Back Mollusk
Count to Celebrate Milestones
by Kathy Kurtz Ferrari

A

s most Shell Festival attendees know, Sanibel and
Captiva are known as some of the best shelling
destinations in the world. The islands’ beaches, particularly
Sanibel’s with an unusual east-west facing geography, are a
collection bin for tiny trinkets caught in gulf currents.
Over 400 species of mollusks – meaning live animals
inside their shells – have been found on the sands of these
islands.
How can anyone possibly know how many shell species
are here?
In 1962, the same year as the Shell Festival’s 40th
anniversary, the Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club held a count
of shells on island beaches. It was described by the club as
“an event to study mollusk population trends and number
of species.” Seventy-one volunteers spread out at low
tide across the beaches of Sanibel and Captiva to count as
many shells of a single species as they could over a given
amount of time. The results totaled 128 species, with 20
new varieties being sent off to experts for identification,
according to the club’s historic documents. The next year,
84 volunteers found 124 species and 22 new species.
Counts were held nearly every January for many years,
with new species being discovered through each effort.
“The Shell Fair and the shell count are two of the most

Judith Rapacz took part in the recent live shell count for the SanibelCaptiva Shell Club 
photos by Bill Smith

popular and talked about events on the island and around
the whole of Florida,” a notation from the Shell Club’s

Proudly Serving Sanibel’s Diverse
Crafting & Quilting Community
for Over 49 Years!
Featuring

Quilting and Sewing Supplies
Scrapbooking • Knitting • Art Supplies • Beads
Cross Stitch • Buttons • Shell Crafting • Gifts
Sewing Machine Rentals
Heart of the Island Shops
1628 Periwinkle Way, Sanibel FL

239-472-2893

www.ThreeCraftyLadies.com
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Find us on

archives explained.
The last official count from that era was held in 1989.
Realizing it was not only the 85th anniversary of the
Sanibel Shell Festival, but also the 60th anniversary of that
first shell count in 1962, this year’s Shell Festival Co-Chair
Joyce Matthys and other members of the shell club wanted
to do something to recognize the milestones. Matthys
thought about resurrecting the shell count but with a major
change: Only live mollusks – shells with live animals inside
– would be counted.
“Last year, I was talking with Dr. José Leal, (science
director and curator of Bailey-Matthews National Shell
Museum) and I told him what I was thinking. Would a live
mollusk count be of interest? And he said, ‘Yes, it would.’
So I took it from there,” Matthys said.
The club sought volunteers for the count, and Matthys
worked with an island map of mile markers to cut the
beaches into 23 half-mile segments. On the blustery
morning of January 3 during the lowest tides of the season,
about 50 volunteers were assigned a beach section, armed
with forms and rulers for scale to tally as many species as
they could find in two hours. The tabulation came to 56
different species found.
Volunteers were to count one of each species, not
the total number of live shells in a section, although
Matthys said there may have been some confusion for one
volunteer.
“When he turned in his sheet – I took a picture of it – it
was something like 326 of this one, and 200-and-something
NOW OPEN

LUNCH

•

BAR

•

Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club member Joyce Matthys picking up trash
during the live shell count on January 3

of that. He counted every one!”
Matthys noted it was interesting to see how various
beaches had different types and numbers of mollusks.

continued on page 48
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A ruler shows the large size of this live True Tulip found on one
stretch of beach

From page 47

Species like this Sunray Venus must be identified and measured to
be included in the mollusk count

Shell Count
Some volunteers found only three species, where others
found what they described as too many to count.
Matthys, an energetic senior who has been involved
with the Shell Festival since 2007, even did a trial run the
day before the count to make sure the idea would work.
“I asked myself, ‘Oh, what have I gotten myself into,’”
she joked of the task. “I told one of my friends, ‘If I ever
have another idea, remind me of this day.’”
She not only took part in the official mollusk count, she

spent part of the time picking up trash on the beach. “I
always have my trash bags,” she said.
Shell club member Joseph Heitz worked on the data
for about three weeks. The most common species were
Coquinas and Florida Fighting Conchs. There were also
a lot of Giant Atlantic Cockles. No new species were
discovered during the live count.
“It sort of gives us a picture, although it’s a snap-shot,”
Matthys explained of the results. “Considering that we had
not had any strong winds in the days prior to the count,

terra noStra
ITALIAN

RISTORANTE

S teakS • Seafood • PaStaS • ItalIan ClaSSICS
InternatIonal WIneS & S PIrItS
e xterIor d InIng

OPEN 7 NIGHTS FROM 4 - 10 PM
15880 San Carlos Blvd

(In Target Center)

• (239) 590-8147 • www.TerraNostraDining.com
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that wasn’t bad. Now, if we were to go out after a
northwest wind, we would have had a completely different
count. We would have had a greater variety of species
because the northwest winds blow the surface waters
offshore and that creates an undertow. This current moves
the mollusks in from the ocean floor.”
All data and results were shared with the BaileyMatthews National Shell Museum for documentation.
“Grass roots efforts such as the shell count are very
beneficial, and from many different angles,” said Leal by
email. “It helps determine what species and how many
of each were present at that particular moment. Those
counts can actually reveal the presence of species until
then unrecorded in the area. Comparisons among different
counts can help inform about the health of local molluscan
populations. It also helps raise an awareness of mollusks
and their natural environment and, if nothing else, they
foster a sense of community, care and ownership of our
natural resources.”
Matthys said there may be enough interest to do the
count annually.
“That’s what people are talking about. In fact, some
people thought we should do it twice a year, seasonally.
It’s sort of at the beginning stages.”
Matthys would be the first to tell you it was a lot of
work, and it may be too soon to ask if she’d be involved in
the future.
She said, “It was a labor of love, I’ll tell you.”

Shell Club members noticed many Atlantic Giant Cockles washed
up on one of the beaches during the recent live shell count

A TROPICAL

OASIS
with wandering paths
through display gardens,
bountiful plant nursery
and garden gift shop.
Native and tropical
plants, pottery,
fountains, unique
outdoor seating, lovely
garden accessories
and gifts for people
who love gardening.
The place for the latest
landscape design and
outdoor living trends.

3889 Sanibel Captiva Road | (239) 395-5859 | www.rswalsh.com
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Walk On The Wild Side
by Chris Lechowicz, Director,
SCCF Wildlife & Habitat
Management Program

S

anibel-Captiva Conservation
Foundation (SCCF) was formed
in 1967 by residents and other
interested parties as a land trust
to buy and preserve wildlands on
Sanibel and Captiva. Since the early
days, SCCF has expanded its efforts
by adding a native plant nursery
(Native Landscapes and Garden Center), wildlife research
departments (Wildlife & Habitat Management, Coastal
Wildlife), a marine laboratory, policy department, and
climate change and coastal resilience staff. Land acquisition
continues to be a critical SCCF program – 84 acres were
acquired in 2021.
The community’s collective effort to preserve wildlands
is what makes Sanibel so special. Because of the efforts of
the City of Sanibel, JN “Ding” Darling National Wildlife
Refuge and SCCF, approximately 70 percent of Sanibel
Island is comprised of conservation lands that are protected
from development. To date, SCCF has acquired 1,943
acres – mostly on the island – with an additional 443 acres
purchased in partnership with Calusa Land Trust. SCCF
works diligently to restore and maintain many preserves,
while others, such as mangrove islands, remain wild.

In the last few years, SCCF has acquired land on North
Captiva (12.46 acres), Cape Coral (44.27 acres) and on the
McGregor Boulevard mainland at the Sanibel Causeway
entrance (25.25 acres). On Sanibel, restoration has begun
on the 12.25-acre Puschel Preserve and Gretchen C.
Valade Preserve (2.2 acres), both acquired in 2021. The
Stanback Preserve (24.1 acres) on Dixie Beach Boulevard
is conserving mangrove forest, which requires little
maintenance.
Most SCCF properties are closed to public access,
though there are a variety of public trails open daily from
sunrise to sunset:
Erick Lindblad Preserve: Starts in the SCCF main office
parking lot, 3333 Sanibel-Captiva Road, and features
several trail options and an observation tower;
Bob Wigley Preserve: Located south of Periwinkle Way
on Casa Ybel Road – includes three different parcels with
short trails that either run along the Sanibel River or lead to
a scenic marsh overlook or a gazebo;
Periwinkle Preserve: A .6-mile loop through a tropical
hammock just west of Casa Ybel Road on Periwinkle Way;
Shipley Trail: A .25-mile hiking trail that bisects Bailey
Homestead Preserve on Periwinkle Way and connects
Roadside City Park to Pond Apple Park Trail;
Two public trails have shared ownership with the City
of Sanibel:
Sanibel Gardens Trail: Located off Island Inn Road;
Frannie’s Preserve Trail: Located south of Bailey’s on
Tarpon Bay Road. Learn more at wwwsccf.org.

Sanibel Location 1700 Periwinkle Way (In Jerry’s Foods Plaza) Hours: 1pm - 9pm
Fort Myers Location 16475 San Carlos Blvd. Hours: 11am - 10pm
Fort Myers Location 7977 Dani Dr. (In The Shops at Village Walk) Hours: 12pm - 10pm

All three stores are open seven days a week.

www.LoveBoatIceCream.com • 239-466-7707
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State Shells Of The United States

beach more...
...worry less

Florida State Shell, Horse Conch 

photo by Melanie Moraga

A

labama – Junonia, Scaphella junonia johnstoneae
Connecticut – Eastern Oyster, Crassostrea virginica
Florida – Horse Conch, Triplofusus giganteus
Georgia – Knobbed Whelk, Busycon carica
North Carolina - Scotch Bonnet, Semicassis granulata
granulata
Massachusetts – Wrinkle Whelk, Neptunea lyrata
decemcostata
Mississippi – Eastern Oyster, Crassostrea virginica
New Jersey – Knobbed Whelk, Busycon carica
New York – Bay Scallop, Argopecten irradians irradians
Oregon – Oregon Triton, Fusitriton oregonensis
Rhode Island – Northern Quahog, Mercenaria mercenaria
South Carolina – Lettered Olive, Oliva Sayana
Texas – Prickly Whelk, Sinistrofulgur pulleyi
Virginia – Eastern Oyster, Crassostrea virginica
Members of Florida’s shell clubs suggested many species
for adoption as an official shell. Some were too rare or too
small; some were found in only a few areas of the state;
others were too widespread – common in other states or
the Bahamas as well as Florida.
Floridians wanted a symbol unique to Florida.
The Horse Conch ranges along all of Florida, only
marginally into neighboring states. In central Florida,
people even find fossilized shells of conchs that lived
during the Miocene Epoch, 12 million years ago.
Horse Conchs have little commercial value. Larger
specimens have been used as trumpets, but are prized
mostly by shell collectors. They can be eaten, but the flesh
has a peppery taste. In fact, it was once known as the
“pepper conch.”
Horse Conch shells range in color from creamy white to
a beautiful orange, but the animal’s body is usually orange.
What shell could better represent the Orange State?
The Palm Beach County Shell Club asked Representative
William James to sponsor a Horse Conch bill. Other Florida
shell clubs then added their support. They gave James 161
conch shells – one for every legislator: 120 representatives
and 40 senators. The biggest one of all was reserved for the
governor.
Eighty-nine legislators voted on the conch, with just four
“nays.” (Reporters had a field day with the “neigh” voters
for the horse conch.)
The Horse Conch was adopted as Florida’s state shell on
June 18, 1969, the governor signing his name in orange ink.
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Shelling Out History Over
85 Years at Sanibel Shell Festival

The Live Shell Exhibit always draws a crowd

Shelling in 1948

 photos courtesy Sanibel Community Association

by Kathy Kurtz Ferrari

W

elcome to the 85th annual Sanibel Shell Festival!
Although organizers are celebrating a milestone
anniversary, the roots of the shell show go back even
farther than 1937. All those years are not only a testament
to the history of collecting and studying seashells, but to

the islands themselves.
According to the Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club, whose
archives provided information for this article, island
residents and visitors have gathered to display their
treasures from the sea as far back as the late 1880s.
Shell enthusiasts would put their finds out for display
on the porches of early hotels Casa Ybel and the Matthews
House (later named Island Inn). A friendly competition
began to see who could find the most beautiful and
unusual samples.
In 1925, native shells were a major part of the first
community fair held on the grounds of Island Inn. The fair

Experience the Island’s Best
Beach & Shelling Cruise
Embark from Captiva Island, Florida to Cayo Costa
State Park, one of the best shelling beaches
in the world. An island only accessible by boat,
Cayo Costa is the perfect spot to enjoy shelling,
fishing, birdwatching, and snorkeling!

Cruises the Whole Family Will Love:
• Dolphin & Wildlife
• Sunset Cruises
• Cabbage Key or
Useppa Island
• Boca Grande on
Gasparilla Island

Scan for Cruise
Details

• Beach & Shelling to
Cayo Costa State Park
• Tarpon Lodge & Randell
Research Center
• Sailing Catamaran
• Private Charters

CaptivaCruises.com
239-766-6022
Departing from two locations: McCarthy’s Marina and South Seas Island Resort
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became an annual event and included food, homemade
crafts and gift items.
The fair’s popularity was the seed to establish a
gathering place, and The Community House was built in
1927. The community fair was hosted there in March each
year, and while shells were on display in the main hall, no
competition was allowed according to the organization’s
charter.
Visitors traveled to the island by ferry from Punta Rassa
as word of the fair grew. The event included live mollusk
and sealife displays, and an article from a 1936 issue of the
Islander newspaper described a seahorse giving birth while
in the live tank.
Shelling became a hobby or more serious pursuit
for nearly everyone on the islands. Malacologists and
conchologists flocked to the beaches searching for new and
rare species.
But it wasn’t until 1937 that Dr. Louise Perry, a medical
doctor from Ashville, North Carolina who studied
malacology, established the first official Sanibel Shell Show.
For a time, it was the only one of its kind in the world.
In 1944, a new charter was drawn up which allowed
competition in The Community House. At that time,
ribbons may have only been awarded to children, as they
were a big part of helping with the show.
Formal competition started roughly around 1958, with
awards given out mostly for a shell’s beauty. The next year,
the show expanded to three days.
The Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club was officially established

Former Today Show personality and Captiva resident, the late
Willard Scott, took part in Shell Show events

in 1961, and rules and categories for competition in both
scientific and artistic areas were decided.
The 25th anniversary in 1962 found the show offering
free admission and transportation by ferry to the fair.
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continued on page 54

Island Inn

photos courtesy Sanibel Community Association

From page 53

History

Work began on the causeway in 1963, which “should
result in much greater attendance at next year’s fair,” the
club’s archives note.
The fair included a raffle for a shell box created by club
members. Later, a shell table was made for the cause. All
proceeds went to the Sanibel Civic Association.
Those attending the show signed a guest book and in
1965, the book included over 3,000 signatures from 50 states
and several foreign countries. There were 12 categories in
the scientific division, ranging from shells found on the
beaches of Sanibel and Captiva, to worldwide marine and
land shells, to “fossils, miniatures, and oddities.” There

Sanibel ferry, circa 1930

were seven different categories in the artistic division.
The shell club added a shell booth selling specimens in
1971 to add funds to The Community House coffers.
In 1975, after Sanibel was designated a city, the
attendance to the show reached a record 10,000.
The show’s 40th anniversary in 1977 found ground
being broken for an addition to The Community House. A

Since 1995
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Hall of Fame for past blue ribbon winners was established.
Live shelling was allowed until the late-1980s, when a
Sanibel Shelling Rule was passed to restrict collecting to
two live shells of a species per person per day. In 1995, all
live shelling was prohibited on Sanibel’s beaches.
The show’s name was changed in 1982 from the Sanibel
Shell Fair to the Sanibel Shell Show. Around the time of the
show’s 75th anniversary in 2012, its name was changed to
the Sanibel Shell Festival.
Facing recent challenges never before imagined,
COVID-19 hasn’t deterred contemporary organizers. The
2021 shell show was held as an online photo contest and
informative videos were posted on the club’s website.
Some associated events were held outside.
This year’s show will have fewer international entries,
masks will be required and other precautionary measures
will be in place. To recognize the 85th anniversary, the club
held a contest for a publicity tagline. “Cheers to 85 years,”
submitted by Debi McBroom, was chosen.
Over the years, thousands of volunteers have been
involved to make the show a success, many taking on
leadership roles annually. Local conchologist Anne Joffe
has been involved for over five decades. Most recently,
Mary Burton and Joyce Matthys, this year’s co-chairs, have
dedicated nearly two decades to the event. The two have
decided to retire after this show.
While it takes many hands, the torch will be passed to a
new generation of those who not only love shells, but the
islands themselves. Cheers to many more years!

The first Sanibel Shell Show porch display in the 1920s
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Holly Dunn

Georgette LaForet

Carol Saunders

Shell Club Loses Members
Holly Dunn and her husband Bill moved to Sanibel in
2016 and she immediately became active in the SanibelCaptiva Shell Club. She was the T-shirt chair in 2019
and 2020. She capably handled the whole process, from
ordering the shirts, getting them folded, to selling them at
the Shell Festival. Holly was always willing to help where
she was needed. She was a beachcomber and delighted
in taking early morning walks on the beach searching out
shells to use for crafting flowers and figures.
Georgette LaForet was going to be recognized in this
magazine as being one of three Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club
members who have been in the club the longest period of
time, over 40 years! Georgette played an active role in the
Shell Club during her lifetime. She had many jobs during
the shell shows. She was responsible for filling the cashier
and hall monitor positions for many years. In addition,

Jeff Oths

Jeanne Stuteville

Georgette sold T-shirts, took tickets at the door, and filled
in at the Authors’ Table when there was a spot that needed
to be filled. She died in November, three months before her
100th birthday.
Carol Saunders was an avid beachcomber and shell
collector. She donated many bags of shells that were used
to fill the little bags that are given away each year to people
donating to enter the shell show. She was a dedicated and
dependable volunteer in the Scientific Division Exhibit
Hall for many years. Carol frequently entered exhibits in
the scientific division competition and received awards for
the beautiful seashells that she gathered on Sanibel. Local
residents knew her as “The Shell Lady.”
Jeff Oths had been an avid shell collector for decades
before he moved to Sanibel in 2003. He became an active
member of the Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club and served as
both club vice president and club president. In 2013, he
served as the shell show co-chair. Jeff was an artistic judge

Leave the car.
Take the Cart.

Cruise the islands
in a street-legal
golf cart!

#IslandTime

Call 239-500-CART or send us an email at Info@Sanibel-Carts.com
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multiple times. He won ribbons and awards in both the
scientific and artistic divisions with his exhibits. He had
unique collections of antique mother-of-pearl shell art and
antiques. He spent hours walking Sanibel’s beaches and,
on Christmas Day in 2009, he discovered a long-spined
star shell Astralium phoebium, later determined to be a new
species on Sanibel Island.
The Shell Crafters meet every Monday at The
Community House on Sanibel to create beautiful articles
made from shells. The profits from the sale of these articles
are used to maintain The Community House. Two of
the shell artists are no longer with us. Jeanne Stuteville
won many awards at the Sanibel Shell Show. She passed
away in Newburgh, Indiana. Kandee Grossman created
beautiful shell art and also did glass fusion. She was a
Sanibel resident.

Sweeping Gulf Views...

The Shell Collectors’
Code of Ethics
I realize that mollusks are
part of our precious national
wildlife resources, therefore:
I WILL make every effort to protect
and preserve them not only for my own future
enjoyment but for the benefit
of generations to come.
I WILL always leave
every shelling spot as
undisturbed as possible.
I WILL take only
those specimens needed
for my collection.
I WILL leave behind the
live specimens so that they
may live and multiply.

R

and Rave Reviews
everend George Barnes probably never

imagined that the place he built in the late 1800s
would become the premier island resort and restaurant
that it is today. The Thistle Lodge Beachfront Restaurant
at Casa Ybel Resort still boasts spectacular views of the
beach, serving the very finest cuisine in a casually elegant
heirloom setting. You too will be whisked away to an
enjoyable evening of fine wine, succulent seafood,
premium-aged beef and just desserts. Open daily for
lunch and dinner. Also serving Classic Sunday Brunch.

I WILL NOT collect live egg cases.
I WILL practice and promote
these conservation rules
in every way possible.
The Shell Collectors’ Code of Ethics first appeared in the
Shell Club’s archives in 1976. At that time, the island was
divided on imposing a live shelling limit or ban.

2255 West Gulf Drive • Sanibel, Florida 33957

239-472-9200 • ThistleLodge.com
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Sanibel Beach Artist
Shares His Talents
by Allison Havill Todd

R

etired landscaper Tim Starke
and his wife, Pat, have been
vacationing on Sanibel Island for 14
years. They started spending one
week a year here, but with Pat’s
coaxing, they now enjoy our island
oasis for a month every year, always
returning to the same beachfront
accommodations.
At first, it was a bit challenging
as the two enjoy separate leisure activities. Pat describes
Tim as being “fidgety and chatty, always looking for
something to do,” while she prefers to relax on the beach
under an umbrella with a good book. They do share one
thing in common though, their love of the beach, and
they never cease to be fascinated by the view of a big,
wide open sky. Tim started fiddling around with items he
would collect from his walks on the beach, such as shells,
coconuts, driftwood, seagrass and other native elements,
transforming them into creative and unique characters.
This began to attract the attention of other beachgoers,
and they would stop and chat with the artist during their
strolls. The first year, Tim formed about a dozen different
characters to fill his time and provide an outlet for his

Shell Fest Author Books Available

An alligator sculpted from shells and other native materials
surrounded by other characters on the beach

photo by Allison Havill Todd

creative endeavors and, over the years, this has grown
to over 60 creations during his most recent visit. Fans
may discover forms resembling a squirrel, owl, octopus
or alligator cleverly crafted out of coconuts, shells or
driftwood. But each year, Tim starts with designing “the
Mayor of the Village,” who oversees the rest of the cast of
characters. In response to the question of which one was
his favorite, he replied with an impish grin, “I can’t do that;
it would be like picking a favorite child!”
Tim’s naturally outgoing and friendly demeanor makes

continued on page 60
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Paper Mache Picture Frame
by Anne Joffe, She Sells Sea Shells

T

hese premade picture frames are perfect for decorating.
They come in rectangle, oval and heart shapes, with
backs for standing. This is also a wonderful project for kids
on a rainy day. No two need ever be made the same way;
allow your creativity to shine through.
Materials:
Paper mache frame
Glue gun or tacky glue
Shells, starfish, seaweed or other beach finds
Crystal clear glaze
Directions:
Remove the clear plastic piece where the picture goes
before you begin gluing.
Starting at the top of the frame, begin to glue the shells
on, cover the sides and go around the entire frame. Make
sure the shells fit into each other so no spaces show. Put the
glue on the shells, not on the frame.
Add any special touches such as starfish or beach glass.

Paper Mache Picture Frame 

photo by Anne Joffe

Spray the shells with the glaze to give them a shine and
bring out the color, and let dry completely.
Reinsert the plastic piece along with your picture.
Visit www.SheSellsSeaShellsSanibel.com.
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From page 58

Beach Artist
it easy for him to
engage with the
variety of people
he meets each day
on the beach. The
couple has found
that his hobby of
creating beach art
enables him to
keep busy and stay
socially active while
providing Pat with
some quiet time to
herself, relaxing in
The Mayor of the Village
a beach chair with

photos by Allison Havill Todd
a favorite novel.
Tim is often so busy
chatting with others during the day, that he and Pat don’t
have a chance to catch up with each other until the end of
the day.
Tim is committed to using only items he finds on the
beach to incorporate into his creations. While most pieces
are natural elements, he will occasionally use a stray pair
of sunglasses or hat that was left behind in the sand by a
vacationer. Being respectful of nature, his artwork does
not involve digging any holes or interfering with sea
turtle nesting season. Before returning to Fort Wayne,
Indiana at the end of their vacation, the Starkes dispose

of any non-natural
items used in the
beach art and leave
the native items
in their natural
environment.
The two hit the
beach every day
before sunrise
and remain until
after sunset with
only short breaks
for refreshments.
Visitors on the east
end of the island
can easily spot the
artist by his mane
Pat and Tim Starke 
of wavy, white hair
and deeply tanned skin. He welcomes conversation and
enjoys chatting with those he meets. When asked what
keeps him inspired to pursue his talents day after day,
every year, regardless of the weather, Tim shared, “If it
makes somebody laugh or smile, it makes my day.”
Unfortunately, the beach artist was not aware that his
creativity was in violation of a city ordinance. He was asked
by a beach patrol officer to dismantle the configuration of
characters. Starke respectfully complied, and the creations
disappeared without a trace. Though, I understand most
of the villagers were adopted into new homes by Starke’s
friends and followers.
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Helping You Find Your Special Corner of the World

Sanibel & Captiva Island
VACAT ION R EN TA LS

VIP Vacation Rentals, LLC

1506 Periwinkle Way | Sanibel, FL 33957

Call Toll-Free (800) 237-7526
Email viprent@viprealty.com
Book Online www.Rentals.VIPRealty.com

Sanibel Shelling Regulations

Sanibel Lighthouse 

photo by Nick Adams Photography

courtesy City of Sanibel

A

ll Sanibel beaches and nearshore waters to one-half
mile from shore are protected by Chapter 68B-26
of the Florida Administrative Code. This rule prohibits
the harvest and possession of live shellfish. Sand dollars,
sea stars (starfish) and sea urchins are also protected. All
shelling is prohibited within the waters of the JN “Ding”
Darling National Wildlife Refuge.
Violators are subject to a $500 fine and 60 days in jail for
a first offense.
Sanibel’s Shelling History
With more than 400 species of shells, Sanibel has long
been known as a world-class shelling destination and the

expectation of finding these treasures lures thousands of
visitors each year. In the late 1980s, in order to protect this
important biological and economic asset, the city petitioned
the Florida Marine Fisheries Commission (MFC) to restrict
live shelling. As a result, the MFC passed a special Sanibel
Shelling Rule (MFC Rule Chapter 46-26) restricting live
shell collection to two specimens of any one species per
person per day. This rule also required all non-residents
to possess a state saltwater products fishing license, a little
known and often ignored regulation. This rule was in
effect for six years and was of value from an educational
standpoint. However, enforcement was virtually
impossible and collecting in excess of these limits occurred
regularly.
In 1993, the city further petitioned the MFC to establish
a complete ban on live-shelling for Sanibel offshore to the
city limits (one-half mile from shore). This more stringent
rule was justified considering the extraordinary ecological
and economic values of this resource and the expansive
consequences should populations collapse due to overharvest. The new rule was approved at a final public
hearing in October 1994 and went into effect January 1,
1995.
In January 2002, the Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission approved the Lee County
Commission proposed ban on the collection of all live
shells within Lee County. The change took effect on March
1, 2002.
For more information, visit www.mysanibel.com.

TWICE AS DELICIOUS!
Join us at Periwinkle
Place Shops For
Breakfast,
Lunch or
Dinner
Family Owned & Operated
Island Inspired
American Cuisine
Casual Dining Inside
or Outside
on our
Pet Friendly
Patio

OR...visit our Restaurant
& Clubhouse at
Beachview Estates
Enjoy lunch or dinner in our dining
room or outside on our
Pet Friendly Patio
LIVE MUSIC DEC-APR Only
Wednesday 5PM-8PM
Friday & Saturday 6PM-9PM
Trivia Night
Thursday 6PM-8PM
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SHARE US
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BlueGiraffeRestaurant.com

OPEN EVERYDAY!

Breakfast 8AM-Noon
Lunch 11AM-5PM • Dinner 5PM-Close
Full Liquor Bar • Happy Hour 4-6PM
Periwinkle Place Shops
2075 Periwinkle Way, Sanibel, FL 33957
239-472-2525

OPEN EVERYDAY!
Lunch 11AM-5PM
Dinner 5PM-8PM
Full Liquor Bar • Happy Hour 4-6PM
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1100 Par View Drive, Sanibel, FL 33957
239-558-5634
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“An Ocean Boutique”
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Sponsor of
the Sanibel
Shell Show!

“Welcome Shell Festival Visitors”
Open 7 Days 9:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Adult & Kids T-shirts - 3 for $29
See Our In-store Specials!
Voted Best Shell Shop
in SW Florida

– News Press Readers Poll
2000-2019
Voted Best Gift Shop
in SW Florida 2019

1157 Periwinkle Way
239-472-6991 • 239-472-8080

Winner Sanibel’s Best
Shell Shop
– Islander/Island Reporter
Readers Poll 2000-2021
Best Craft & Gift Shop 2015
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